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And Jesus said to him… “All things are possible for one who believes.”
Immediately the father of the child cried out and said, “I believe; help my unbelief!”
~ The Gospel of St. Mark 9:23-24 (ESV)
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PREFACE
In the winter of 2013, the four-year-old congregation of Christ the King Lutheran
Church of Waseca, Minnesota, conducted an internal analysis of its strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats (SWOT). Through four town hall meetings, the congregation
gathered and remembered the events that triggered the necessity to organize a new
confessional Lutheran church in the community and analyzed its present existence and
activities while looking to the future to serve her Lord Jesus Christ. The outcome of the
SWOT Analysis was subsequently applied to the creation of a long-range strategic plan.
These efforts identified a major weakness in the ministry area of evangelism. In
short, the congregation believed that their evangelism efforts needed to improve. What they
could not determine was how best to improve their evangelism efforts. Instead of seeking
resources or consultants outside the congregation, they turned to me, their called pastor.
Before the SWOT Analysis, I had been approached to consider pursuing a Doctor of
Ministry from the Lutheran Institute of Theology with an emphasis in evangelism. The
congregation welcomed the idea of creating their own subject matter expert versus
contracting with an outside consultant on matters of evangelism.
One of the congregation’s most significant characteristics was that worship
attendance routinely was greater than 60 percent of the rostered membership prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic of 2020. The congregation’s leadership and members have consistently
expressed their wish to retain this worship participation level well after the COVID-19
pandemic. Lord willing.
xi

The following work is in response to the congregation’s goal to continue to be used
by the Holy Spirit to call, gather, enlighten and sanctify boys and girls, men and women by
the Gospel of Jesus Christ during this dark time of pandemic and into the future, at the
pleasure of her Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
I began this project with five basic biblical assumptions. First, the Doctrine of
Justification is, in fact, the chief doctrine of the entire Christian teachings, and it is the key to
addressing the retention of all people in the church and specifically boys and men. Second,
Ecclesiastes 1:9 states explicitly that “there is nothing new under the sun.” So, it would be
extremely foolish to expect the Holy Spirit to do a new thing outside of God’s infallible and
inerrant Word. Third, God has promised that His Word will not return to Him void or empty
but will accomplish that which He intends (Is 55:11) and His Word is eternal (Mark 13:31).
Fourth, The Church of Jesus Christ shall prevail, regardless of the environment or enemies
that surround her, until the coming of her Bridegroom (Matt 16:17-19). Finally, the writer of
Hebrews so adeptly states that Jesus Christ alone is “the same yesterday and today and
forever” (Heb 13:8). He alone is constant; thus, we must fix our eyes upon Jesus Christ in all
our endeavors. With these assumptions in mind, I present this work for the edification of
Christ’s beloved bride, His church.
Chapter One introduces the long-standing problem of male attrition in the Protestant
church in the United States and demographically shows that in recent times, the retention of
boys and men in the Protestant church is found wanting. Chapter Two addresses the
unfavorable factors that may have and continue to influence decreasing male worship
attendance from as early as the twelfth century to the present. Chapter Three defines biblical
xii

masculinity citing Jesus Christ as the fulfillment of true masculinity and the significance of
His masculinity to believers. The chapter also addresses what it means for a Christian
believer to be a “son of God.” Chapter Four examines American history’s revival movements
and their long-term lack of effectiveness in addressing male retention in the church. Chapter
Five turns toward the Word of God and proposes that to retain boys and men, the church
must equip them for spiritual warfare through the means of grace and the Divine Service.
Chapter Six discusses how the equipped sons of God can live out their vocations from
boyhood to aged manhood, in fervent love toward God and toward neighbor. Finally,
Chapter Seven suggests practical applications within the context of Christ the King Lutheran
Church of Waseca to engage boys and men in the true faith and to initiate boys into godly
manhood. This chapter also suggests programming to encourage men to lead in the
congregational context and enjoy masculine fellowship as brothers in Jesus Christ.
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ABSTRACT
As a result of various historical, ecclesiastical, and cultural factors, the Western
Protestant Christian church has experienced long periods of decline in boys’ and men’s
participation in the Divine Service relative to their female counterparts, including the present.
This loss of males in worship attendance presents the church with an existential crisis that must
be effectively recognized, analyzed, and addressed if these boys and men are to be adequately
nurtured, prepared, and strengthened in their spiritual battle as sons of God. Nothing less than
their eternal salvation is at stake. Historically speaking, American Protestantism has repeatedly
and unsuccessfully relied on a revival system as the supposed solution to male attrition. Relying
heavily upon the Law of God to convict men and by constantly demanding they improve their
faith and moral behavior, such efforts entirely misconstrued how the Holy Spirit works in men’s
lives. While the revival systems often proved to have some immediate results, such revivals
quickly became unsustainable as the early gains in male participation rapidly dissipated.
To remedy this sad state of affairs, the church needs to return to its historical,
confessional and orthodox roots by reforming around the inerrant and infallible Word of God
and the means of grace. Such a reformation can effectively be used to evangelize boys and men
while simultaneously providing them the armor required to hold fast in their lifelong spiritual
battles with sin, death, and the devil, through the atoning work of Jesus Christ. Trusting in Jesus
Christ alone, they are fully equipped to serve God and their neighbor in the various God-given
vocations in their lives. In this way the church can empower and strengthen men to “Keep the
Fort” through Jesus Christ.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The Attrition of Boys and Men in the Church - A Problem or Not?
When examining boys’ and men's participation in the church's activities and especially in
corporate worship, there is a gross imbalance between the number of boys and men worshiping
on any given Sunday compared to the number of girls and women. Should the church be
concerned if there is a disproportional number of boys and men missing in the pews? Should the
church be concerned about the retention of boys and men? What are the consequences if the
church continues to ignore or fails to reach out to boys and men? Is this a manufactured crisis or
just the natural state of the American Christian church? When Jesus Christ sent His disciples to
make disciples of all people through baptism and catechesis (Matt 28:16-20), did that great
commission have conditions to it? When Jesus said "all people," should a typical 60 percent
female and 40 percent male ratio be considered "mission accomplished"? Is it too late to
address the ongoing disparity between the number of men and women who worship?
A review of the estimated 384,000 Christian congregations in the United States1 reveals
one significant observation: more females worship than males on any given Sunday. There is no
shortage of theories or anecdotal evidence as to why there is this profound difference between
female participation in worship versus males.2 An examination of church history reveals that this

1

Simon G. Brauer, “How Many Congregations Are There? Updating a Survey-Based Estimate,”
Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion (No. 56, 2017), 446.
2

“Theories Explaining Gender Differences in Religion,” Pew Research Center, accessed June 12,
2020, http://www.2020.pewforum.org/2016/03/22/theories-explaining-gender-differences-in-religion/.

1

is not a recent trend in church demographics, but rather has been an ongoing phenomenon for
several centuries in the Western Church.

3

Evidence strongly suggests that even in the ancient church, more women than men were
stalwart adherents of the Christian faith. American Sociologist of Religion, Rodney Stark,
believes that the early church immediately attracted more women than men from the nonChristian religions due to its overall respect of women. This respected position of females in
Christianity, which also advocated for a late marrying age of Christian young females and its
prohibition of abortion was attractive to the women of the day. Even as early as 370AD,
Emperor Valentinian (d.375) ordered a prohibition of Christian proselytizing, aimed explicitly at
ancient Roman women, due to the appeal of Christianity.4
Nearly thirteen hundred years later, American pre-colonial clergy lamented the lack of
men’s worship participation. In many congregations of this era, the ratio of women to men was
recorded as high as 2:1.5 Interesting to note, in pre-colonial Lutheran churches, the ratio was
about equal males to females. Nevertheless, smaller Calvinist influenced Protestant
congregations experienced a high-water mark as great as a 3:1 ratio of women to men.6
In 1989, Associate Professor of History at the University of Notre Dame, Gail Bederman,
championed the idea that the feminized church and the low attendance of boys and men in

3

Lyman Stone, “Making Your Church Manlier Won’t Make It Bigger,” Christianity Today (Sept. 2020),
accessed December 10, 2020,
https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/channel/utilities/print.html?type=article&id=184110
4

Rodney Stark, The Rise of Christianity: A Sociologist Reconsiders History (Princeton : Princeton
University Press, 1996), 95.
5

Cedric B. Cowing, “Sex and Preaching in the Great Awakening,” American Quarterly (Vol. 20, No. 3,
Autumn, 1968), 625.
6

Ibid, 625.

2

corporate worship was not a church crisis at the dawn of the twentieth century. Rather it became
a manufactured crisis when the feminized Christian religion was no longer answering the needs
of post-Victorian American society. This was based on the premise that the morality of the
feminized church was hindering American society from achieving its objectives. Bederman
wrote that pressure from influential male society leaders called for the church to change in order
7

to support the masculine ideas of capitalism and conquest. Hartford Seminary Sociologist Adair
Lummis does not believe that the gender gap is a concern as well. Lummis presented at the 2003
Annual Meeting of the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, that if “real men” support the
church financially and do not hinder their wives and children from attending, why should there
be any concern that many boys and men are not present? 8
An Examination of Demographic Data
According to the U.S. Congregational Life Survey (USCLS), church leaders' primary
concern across denominational lines is that fewer males than females worship on any given
Sunday. The USCLS reports that the average attendance is 61 percent female and 39 percent
male in most denominations.9 This disparity between male and female worshippers is across

7

Gail Bederman, “‘The Women Have Had Charge of the Church Work Long Enough’: The Men and
Religion Forward Movement of 1911-1912 and the Masculinization of Middle-Class Protestantism,” American
Quarterly (Vol. 41, No. 3 September 1989), 435-437.
8

Adair T. Lummis, “Men’s Commitment to Religion: Perceptions of its Nature, Nurture and
Consequences,” (paper delivered at the Annual Meetings of the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, October
2003, Norfolk, Virginia), reprinted at Hartford Seminary, Hartford Institute for Religion Research, accessed June 14,
2020, http://www.hirr.hartsem.edu/bookshelf/lummis_article2.html.
9

“What Are the Major Challenges That U.S. Congregations Face? ,” U.S. Congregational Life Survey (Feb.
17, 2014), accessed July 13, 2020, http://www.uscongregations.org/blog/2014/02/17/what-are-the-major-challengesthat-u-s-congregations-face/.

3

every age group and every life stage (single, married, divorced, widowed).10 While many might
logically suppose that this disparity is caused by the longer average life expectance of American
females, the USCLS quickly dismissed the idea. USCLS points out that if this were the case,
then it would stand to reason that the gender disparity would be expressed elsewhere, including
the current U.S. population, which has maintained the usual 51 percent to 49 percent split of
females and males.11 So the cause of more women than men in the pews must lie in factors other
than average life expectancy demographics.
The gender disparity noted above was also studied by the National Congregational Study
(NCS) which examined American congregations within denominational affiliations over 1998,
2006/07, and 2012. In this study congregational leaders were surveyed to determine the
percentage of women worshiping on the average Sunday.12 Illustration One below shows NCS's
findings. All groupings show greater than 50 percent of worshipers being women, with nearly
all Christian groups showing over 75 percent of the worshiping body composed of women.
Throughout the survey years, the Episcopal Church averaged 90 percent (90.2 percent) of
worshipers being female, depicting the denomination with the most significant gender gap. The
"Conservative/ Evangelical" group, which includes confessional and orthodox Lutheran bodies
like the Lutheran Church- Missouri Synod and the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod,
showed 79 percent female adult worship participation. This group also reported the most
significant increase in the percentage of female worshipers from 1998 to 2012. Evangelical

10

11

Ibid, accessed July 13, 2020.
Ibid, accessed July 13, 2020.

12

“About the Study,” National Congregational Study, accessed June 14, 2020,
http://www.sites.duke.edu/ncsweb/about-the-study.

4

author and speaker, David Murrow in his book, Why Men Hate Going to Church states that
regardless of the number of members, all churches are more likely to experience a gender gap
compared to thirty years ago.

13

It is worth noting that five of the nine groups show a closing of

the gender gap from 2006/07 to 2012. While this movement towards a 50/50 split is the desired
movement, it may, in fact, have been an early warning of the more discouraging trend of lower
overall female worship participation.

Increase in Women

Stable

Decrease in Women

Illustration One: Percentage of U. S. Congregations with Greater Than 50 Percent Women
Worshiping
Source: National Congregational Study
Notes: * Mainline Lutheran is predominately the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. ** Conservative /
Evangelical include non-denominational churches as well as the Lutheran Church- Missouri Synod and Wisconsin
Evangelical Lutheran Synod. *** The NCS places all Baptists denominations into this classification.

The evangelical Christian research organization, Barna Group (Barna), found in 2019 a
change in the trend that has been predominate in the church for centuries as illustrated in

13

David Murrow, Why Men Hate Going to Church (Nashville : Thomas Nelson, 2012), 17.

5

Illustration Two. Barna's examination of worship attendees by gender reveals that even though
the gender gap may appear to have closed or even flipped, it is not due to the increase in male
14

attendance but rather it is due to the decline in the number of women worshipers. Further, it
found that female attrition in the church has just about caught up with men for those thirty-five
years or older and the gender gap has flipped, starting around 2016, for women less than thirtyfive years old.

Illustration Two: Week Church Attendance, By Age and Gender
Source: Barna Group

15

Given that much of the data gathered originates from individual church leaders' reporting
on the perceived congregation’s worship habits, sociologists Mark Chaves and Laura Stephens

14

Ryan Burge, “Behind the Steep Decline in Church Attendance Among Women,” State of the Church,
Barna Group (March 4, 2020), accessed July 20, 2020, http://www.barna.com/changes-behind-the-scenes/ ,
15

Ibid, accessed Sept. 21, 2020.

6

16

are skeptical about this data reflecting actual worship participation. Chaves and Stephens
believe that the conventional wisdom that 40 percent of Americans worshiping weekly may not
be accurate. Recent research suggests that the U.S. weekly attendance rate is closer to 20 percent,
rather than the commonly accepted 40 percent of the American population. Barna’s data splits
the difference with 29 percent of U.S. adults.

17

Finally, Chaves and Stephens note that even if

the weekly attendance is corrected to be less frequent, the U.S. is still exceptional in the
industrialized West's worship practices.18
Why Should the Church Care?
The American culture loves egalitarianism, as “all men have been created equal”
(Declaration of Independence, 1776) and often seeks equality between genders with an almost
religious fervor. It may seem counter-cultural to focus on males instead of both males and
females in the church. Even this project has raised both laymen and women’s eyebrows when
presented in informal discussions and conjured up questions such as: Shouldn’t the church be
more with the times and concentrate evangelizing efforts toward all people, regardless of gender,
with equal intensity?
Indeed, the mandate from Jesus Christ to His church is clear. Known as “The Great
Commission” in Matthew 28, Jesus Christ sends His church into the world to make disciples of

16

Mark Chaves and Laura Stephens, “Church Attendance in the United States,” in Handbook of the
Sociology of Religion, ed. Michele Dillon, (Cambridge, GB: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 90.
17

18

Burge, “Behind the Steep Decline in Church Attendance Among Women,” accessed July 20, 2020.
Chaves and Stephens. “Church Attendance in the United States,” 90

7

πάντα τὰ ἔθνη (all people - v.19). Jesus Christ directs His church to make disciples of all people
through the means of Word and sacrament.
God’s desire for people to be saved appears frequently in the Scriptures (Ez 18:23; Ps
67:2; Is 45:22; John 3:16-17; 1 Tim 2:4; 2 Pet 3:9), that Christ died for all (John 3:16-17; Rom
6:23; 2 Cor 5:21; Heb 10:10; 1Pet 3:18), who gave Himself a ransom for all (Matt 20:28; 1 Tim
2:6 ), at the fullness of time (Rom 5:6), that Jesus Christ through His humility would taste
death for all people (Heb 2:9), and the way of salvation is through no one else but Jesus Christ
(Acts 4:12). Because saving all people through Jesus Christ is God’s highest priority, then
undoubtedly, this ought to be the highest priority for the church as well. Therefore, since more
boys and men are missing in the church than girls and women, this should be one of the church’s
most significant concerns.
Beyond the primary concern of boys and men’s salvation, Roman Catholic writer Leon
Podles states emphatically that, “Unless the churches can reach men, they will continue to
19

decline in numbers [in the church] and influence in modern and modernizing societies.”

According to Murrow, who wrote in 2012, the church needs men. Murrow posited that men
benefit the church in five ways:

20

1) “Men bring a risk orientation.” Using Jesus Christ’s parable of the talents (Matt
25:14-30) as the biblical basis, Murrow’s position is that congregations that don’t take
healthy risks will experience atrophy and begin to die.
2) “Men exalt the rules.” Murrow believes that when congregations bend or ignore
doctrine for the sake of relationships, they experience attrition of members, especially
men. This is perhaps exemplified by the decline of contemporary progressive

19

20

Leon J. Podles, Losing the Good Portion (South Bend : St. Augustine Press, 2019), 6.
Murrow, Why Men Hate Going to Church, 24-26.

8

21

mainline churches. However, men tend to be more stalwart in holding on to
doctrine, often keeping the congregation from running adrift towards moral
relativism.
3) “Men impart strength.” Murrow cites the opinions of Christian writers Edwin Cole
and Gordon Dalbey about the strength men bring to the church. Both authors noted
they believe that the gathering of faithful men has an overall positive effect upon the
church.
4) “Men bring money.” Murrow cites a Gallup study that supports his positions. This
study shows that people who are engaged in their worship lives give substantially
22
more. Applying this knowledge, Murrow proposes that if the church would
intentionally engage the men, then the church would certainly benefit in its financial
stewardship endeavors.
5) “Men attract women.” Murrow believes that if the church would focus on attracting
more men to worship, an added benefit would be that women would respond with an
even greater worship attendance.
Beyond what Murrow identifies as reasons why the church needs men, other studies have
presented persuasive evidence that drawing men to church also helps to shape their children's
lives, thus providing the means for the church to continue into the following generations.
Illustration Three below is based on the 1996 work of Robert and Deborah Bruce titled,
Becoming Spiritual Soulmates with Your Child. According to the Bruces, if both parents attend
worship, the odds are very likely that their children will grow up as devout Christians. However,
their evidence shows that fathers who practice the Christian faith, including worship, have the

21

Josiah Aden, “Seven Sisters” of Mainline Protestantism Still Bleed Members,” Juicy Ecumenis- Institute
on Religion and Democracy ( Sept. 25, 2019), accessed Sept. 24, 2020,
http://www.juicyecumenism.com/2019/09/25/mainline-protestantism-decline-continues.
22

Albert Winseman, “Congregational Engagement Index: Life Satisfaction and Giving,” Gallup News,
accessed August 12, 2020, http://www.news.gallup.com/poll/5719/congregational-engagement-index-lifesatisfaction-giving.aspx.

9

most significant and undisputed downstream impact on keeping their children engaged in the
23

faith and in the church.

Illustration Three: Influence of Parents
Source: Becoming Spiritual Soulmates with Your Child by Robert and Deborah Bruce
A Swiss government study published in November of 1999 affirms the work of Robert
and Deborah Bruce and finds that in Switzerland the primary means of Christian faith
transmission to the next generation is through the father. This Swiss study found that the father is
indisputably the primary influencer of the religious practices of his children. According to Swiss
research:

24

23

Robert Bruce and Debra Bruce, Becoming Spiritual Soulmates with Your Child (Nashville : Broadman
and Holman Pub., 1996), 52.
24

“The Demographic Characteristics of Linguistic and Religious Groups in Switzerland,” in Ministers’ Deputies
CM Documents, CM (99)138 Addendum 5, Council of Europe- Committee of Ministers (November 1999), 38,
accessed Aug. 1, 2020. http://www.rm.coe.int/16804fb7b1.

10

1) If both parents attend worship regularly, 33 percent of their children will end up as
regular worshipers, 41 percent will worship irregularly, and 25 percent of their
children will not be active participants in the faith.
2) If the mother is faithful and regular in her participation in Christian worship, and yet
the father is irregular in his practice, only three percent of the children will
successively become regular worshipers themselves, 59 percent will most likely
become irregular in their worship practices, and 38 percent will be not practicing the
faith.
3) If the father is non-practicing and, at best, is a Christian in name only and the mother
is a regular participant in worship, only two percent of their children will become
regular worshippers, 37 percent most likely will practice irregular worship
participation, and a staggering 60 percent or greater will not be engaged in the
Christian faith.
4) Even if the mother is irregular or a non-practicing Christian and yet the father is a
faithful and regular worshiper, 38 percent of their children went on to worship
regularly, 44 percent worshiped irregularly and 18 percent did not worship as adults.
Thus, this study clearly indicates that if the father is loyal in the Christian faith, and routinely
participates in worship, regardless of the mother's ways, 66 percent to 75 percent of their
children will grow to worship as either regular or irregular worshipers. In short, the study finds
that fathers set their children's course in the matters of the Christian faith.
Another complimentary study finds that boys and men need to worship and be engaged in
the Christian faith to circumvent a potentially harmful impact upon life within the family. In a
report for the National Study of Youth, American sociologist Christian Smith with Phillip Kim, a
Ph.D. graduate student in sociology at University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, cites several
positive affects upon families if husbands and fathers are engaged in the Christian faith, in
comparison to fathers who are nonreligious:
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1) Fathers engaged in their faith are perceived by their children to be quick to encourage
their mothers in matters that are important to her.
2) Fathers engaged in worship are more likely to be seen by their children expressing
love for their mother.
3) Fathers who are engaged in their faith are seen as men who will be fair and willing to
compromise with the children’s mother.
4) Religious fathers are perceived by their children to be less likely to blame their
mother for their own problems.
5) According to the surveyed youth, worshipping fathers are significantly less likely to
deride the children’s mother.
6) Youth of fathers who are engaged in their faith seldom, if ever, see their fathers
verbally abuse their mothers.
The information gained through Smith and Kim’s research shows that participation in
worship by men also has a measurably positive effect upon men, allowing them to be more
engaged and supportive as husbands and fathers.
Summary
The gender gap in Christian worship is not a new demographic phenomenon, but it has
vexed the church with greater intensity in the last twenty years than in the previous decades. Are
we to believe that this is only a manufactured concern for the sake of power as proposed by
Bederman? Does the church resign itself to Lummis' proposal, “[l]et the jocks be and let the
more spiritually advanced women and men both [populate] and manage the congregations!”?

26

Lummis’ proposition is unacceptable as an examination of Holy Scripture reveals that the
salvation of all people through Jesus Christ is God the Father’s highest priority. Because God
cares, the church should deeply care that boys and men are missing in church, for indeed their
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eternal security is at stake. Everything else should be second to the proclamation of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ.
Christian authors state emphatically that we cannot afford to ignore boys and men
regardless of public opinion, inside or outside the church. Even from secular sources, research
provides substantial evidence that the church needs males engaged in the Christian faith. While
there are many reasons for this, perhaps there is nothing more important than the need for males
to transmit the Christian faith to the following generations. Given the measurably positive effects
of worship upon all aspects of human existence, research also affirms that males need the church.
Demographic data indicate that men are not coming to corporate worship and actively
participating in the church's mission in the United States of America. This phenomenon is not a
manufactured crisis for men to maintain patriarchy, nor can it be ignored as the stakes have
temporal and eternal consequences. The church needs to examine the cause of male attrition and
apply the knowledge gained for the sake of boy's and men's eternal salvation, returning to that
which has been handed down by the saints for the sake of the proclamation of the Gospel (Jude
1:3).
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CHAPTER TWO: CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TOWARD MALE ATTRITION
“

Now the parable is this: The seed is the word of God. The ones along the path are those
who have heard; then the devil comes and takes away the word from their hearts, so that
they may not believe and be saved. And the ones on the rock are those who, when they
hear the word, receive it with joy. But these have no root; they believe for a while, and in
time of testing fall away. And as for what fell among the thorns, they are those who hear,
but as they go on their way they are choked by the cares and riches and pleasures of life,
and their fruit does not mature.” (The explanation of the Parable of the Sow in Luke 8:
11-14)
There are no shortages of theories and speculation as to why there is a disparity of male
participation in Christian congregations’ worship life. Podles is the latest to have addressed the
27

lack of men in the church in two comprehensive works. In his books, The Church Impotent –
The Feminization of Christianity (1999), and in his sequel, Losing the Good Portion – Why Men
are Alienated from Christianity (2019), Podles laments the lack of good scholarship on this
topic, citing that the only other work that takes this matter seriously is sociologists Marta
Trzebiatowska and Steve Bruce's Why are Women more Religious than Men? (2012). When it
comes to the study of men’s religiosity, Podles discounts Trzebiatowska and Bruce's work
because their focus is on women and not men, and further they assume that women's greater
28

religiosity is in need of more explanation. Murrow follows Podles’ lead with his first book
titled, Why Men Hate Church (2005). Murrow attributes the decline of men’s participation in
church worship to the insertion of non-masculine elements such as decorations, song choice, the
form and duration of sermons, and how the genders view church.29 In spite of Podles’ lament,
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there are a number of sociological studies published on the lack of men’s participation in
worship and church activities. A review of the published literature and research on this topic will
help identify the potential reasons or contributing factors as to why men do not attend worship.
The Feminization of the Church
The Apostle Paul refers to all baptized believers (male or female) as “sons of God,” (Rom
8:14,19; Gal 3:26), and yet the Church of Jesus Christ is always referred to in the feminine (Matt
30

16:18) and specifically as Christ’s bride (Eph 5:25-27, 32; Rev 19:7-9).

By all accounts, men

and women participated equally in the early Christian church. However, men primarily led
church activity and especially worship until the thirteenth century. Since the thirteenth century,
Christians have seen their primary identity as feminine, and worship seems to have focused upon
women as the primary audience.31 Podles suggests that this happened as a result of three
movements within the medieval church.32
•

The popularity of Bernard of Clairvaux in both his sermons and teachings.

•

The rise of women’s mysticism and the Frauenbewegung (women’s religious
movements).

•

The influence of Marian theology and Scholasticism.

30
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The impact of these movements has had far reaching influence in the feminizing of Western
Christianity to this day. The underlying message is: if only men could become like women, then
they too can be saved.33
Bridal Mysticism
The Old Testament records God addressing Israel as her husband, loving her as His
beloved and yet unfaithful bride (Is 54:4-5;62:5; Jer 3:1,8,14; 31:31-33). God even uses the
personal life of His prophet, Hosea, as a living paradigm to instruct the unfaithful people of
34

Israel about His unwavering love. The church fathers including Augustine and biblical scholars
recognize the Song of Songs (Solomon) as an anticipation of the intimate relationship between
the church as Jesus Christ’s beloved bride, whom He presents to Himself without spot or blemish
35

(Eph 1:11-14; 5:22-6:4). The Bride of Christ is in fact a predominant image describing the
relationship of Jesus Christ to His Church throughout the New Testament (John 3:29; 2 Cor
11:2-3; Eph 5:25-27; Rev 21:9-11). In both Old and New Testaments, God proclaims an
exclusive relationship with His bride the church in which He is jealous for her (Ex 20:5).
In his commentary on the Old Testament book, Song of Songs, Origen (d. 254?) refers to
all human souls in the feminine. In Book One, Origen states: “The appellations of Bride and
Bridegroom denote either the Church in her relation to Christ, or the soul in her union with the
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Word of God.”36 Perhaps inspired by Origen, Bernard of Clairvaux (d. 1153) employed the
same feminine language incorporated into his own sermons as he rose in popularity, a practice
which became known as bridal mysticism.37 Bernard used personally intimate language to
describe the converted soul’s relationship with the Bridegroom, Jesus Christ, and addressed the
38

human soul in the feminine. As he developed this Christology, he often referred to himself as a
39

woman and even encouraged his monks to do the same.

Bridal mysticism ushered in the notion

of each individual’s experience as a bride of Christ, as opposed to the doctrine of the communion
40

of saints as His bride. Followers of Bernard, especially the mystics, pushed this interpretation
of his language, despite Origen’s earlier warnings to not overly sensualized the soul as the bride
of Christ.41 Popular mystics of the twelfth century like Hildegard of Bingen (d. 1179), whom her
contemporary, Bernard, considered a prophet, Margareta Ebner (d. 1351), and others took the
bridal union of the soul with Christ to yet a higher plain. These mystics even elevated the bridal
union with Christ above an ordinary earthly marriage. Nevertheless, they included within the
bridal union with Christ the “physical eroticism” reserved for a sexual union between husband
and wife, exercised within the sacred covenant of marriage.42
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It is too easy to dismiss bridal mysticism as a Roman Catholic concern; however, its
influence did not disappear with the Reformation. In the seventeenth century, European
protestants, especially pietists, frequently wrote and spoke about the individual Christian as the
“Bride of Christ.” Evidence suggests that sixteenth-century Calvinists celebrated an erogenous
43

union between the Christian, the bride, and Jesus Christ, the bridegroom.

Making its jump

across the Atlantic, prominent Puritan colonial leaders such as Thomas Hooker (d. 1647) and
John Cotton (d. 1652) brought bridal mysticism to the American colonies addressing the
mystical union of the human soul to Christ.44
In the mid-eighteenth century, Bishop of the Moravian Church Count Nikolaus von
Zinzendorf (d. 1760) strived to form a pan-German Protestant church in colonial Pennsylvania.
Zinzendorf practiced an amalgamation of Lutheran theology, with its emphasis on justification
by faith alone, bridal mysticism, and traditional passion symbolism. By the end of the 1740s,
Zinzendorf's theological confession included the belief that Christ's union could be experienced
during sexual intercourse for either men or women.45 While acknowledging Christ as fully male,
Zinzendorf's Christology and Moravian piety focused on the side-wound inflicted by the Roman
spear in John 19:34. Zinzendorf associated Christ's spear wound with the maternal and feminine
attributes of the womb. That is, the blood and water which issuing forth during physical child
birth is likened to Jesus Christ’s blood and water issue forth to provide both individual believers
and the church with a spiritual birth. Just as Eve is taken out of Adam's side, so the church is
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taken from the side of Christ.46 Thus, Zinzendorf advocated that the church should be called
“christess,” and like Eve, the church should desire her Husband. Therefore, all Christians should
desire an intimate union with Christ.47 According to Zinzendorf, masculinity was temporal and
earthly:
There are no male souls in the world, not in heaven or on earth. Everything about our bodies
that is temporarily male will have ended from the moment that the corpse descends into the
earth.48
This notion soon became more than just a pious metaphor. Some early Moravians seem to have
considered it an attainable reality. This became clear during a controversial ceremony on
December 6, 1748, led by Zinzendorf's son, in which he declared single men to be women.49
The influence of bridal mysticism reached well into the modern era. The beloved scholar
and converted Anglican, C.S. Lewis (d. 1963) stated in 1948 that, while it is crucial for men
alone to be clergy in order to “represent the Lord to the Church”, nevertheless all individual
Christians are to be viewed both “corporately and individually, [as] feminine to God.” 50 Even in
the teachings of popular Evangelical lecturer, Beth Moore, bridal mysticism played a key role in
her account of her conversion. In a 2005 interview with Today’s Christian Women, Moore
accounts,
My Sunday-school teacher would hold up pictures of Jesus, and he looked so nice. I
needed a hero, and Jesus seemed like one. I'd lie on the grass, stare up at the sky, and
46
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wonder what Jesus was like. Even as a child, I fell in love with him. After my freshman
year in college, I was a camp counselor for sixth-grade girls. Early one morning, as the
girls were sleeping, I sensed God's presence enfold me. There were no audible words, no
bright lights. But suddenly I knew, without a doubt, my future was entirely his. You are
51
now mine, he told me.
Moore’s romantic encounter with Jesus Christ is not unlike those experienced by Bernard’s
followers and medieval female mystics. As expressed throughout the last seven hundred years,
from Bernard to Moore, bridal mysticism provokes great concern as it emphasizes subjective
individual experience as being superior to the objective truth of Holy Scriptures, begging the
question, “Can a masculine man receive eternal life?”

52

Female Mystics and Frauenbewegung
The Count of Flanders, Louis de Male (d. 1384), observed in 1354 that the crusades,
53

other wars, and the Black Death had reduced the number of men in Europe.

Suddenly, women,

who routinely traversed the dangers of child-bearing and other health hazards, had gained ground
over men in the length of their life expectancy. The deficit of available men and the
overabundance of women in medieval Europe catalyzed a unique pious religious women's
movement that German scholars call Frauenbewegung (women’s religious movements). The
resulting abundance of unmarried women was problematic for society and the church,
particularly regarding the irregular social and religious movements associated with these
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women.54 Many of the young women of the Frauenbewegung followed the teachings of female
mystics and, of course, Bernard's teachings and preaching. The movement created a sudden
surge in the number of women entering female ecclesiastical orders, which soon became
unmanageable.55 They were cloistered together in small religious semi-monastic communities
called “Beguines.” In spite of imitating Jesus Christ through poverty and caring for the sick and
poor, these all-women communities were problematic for the church due to minimal ecclesial
oversight.56 In turn, this movement created a massive influence upon the religious life of all
classes and the church in Central Europe. Many historians identify this movement as one of the
single most influential events causing worship, sermons, and activities to focus predominantly
upon women's spiritual needs in the Western church.57
Scholasticism and Mariology
Since the Council of Chalcedon (451), orthodox Christianity has confessed Mary as the
Theotokos, that is, “God-bearer” or “Mother of God.”58 In all aspects of Christian thought,
Mary, the mother of Jesus Christ, has always been held in high esteem and reverence. However,
Scholasticism resurrected the Aristotelian idea of form and matter which “twisted the Scriptures
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59

outside their aim.” Mixing philosophy with theology, the Scholastics taught that woman is
above man because her unformed nature is more receptive to God. Inversely, since the male is
the complete form, maleness is not receptive to being shaped into Christ. Thus, maleness is by
divine order inferior to the feminine.60 In the order of nature, man is superior; however, in the
order of grace, the woman is above man because of her natural inferiority. In short, masculinity
impedes having true communion with God.61 Citing Mary's feminine, obedient, and responsive
soul to Christ, the Scholastics identified her as the ideal model for all Christians,62 thus securing
the thought that feminine passivity and receptiveness are far more valued by God and the church
than masculinity.63
Swiss theologian and Roman Catholic priest Hans Urs von Balthasar (d. 1988) identified
Mary’s life as the prototype of the ars dei (art of God). According to Balthasar, Mary is the ideal
and perfect model for all Christians.64 For this reason, Balthasar was outspoken in his full
support for women priests, as a direct reflection of the work of Mary, especially in the
celebration of the church’s Eucharistic sacrifice. According to Balthasar, a holy pious woman
beneath the cross plays an “organic, theologically correct mediating role.” 65 Just like Mary.
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The influence of the scholastics and Mariology has not waned since the twelfth century.
According to Podles, both Roman Catholics and Protestants have agreed in seeing the female as
more receptive to the action of grace.66 This is illustrated in a response to a Lutheran pastor who
expressed his grievances about the incompetence of the Lutheran General Synod of 1916, as it
failed to adequately address the “boy problem” and retain boys in the Lutheran Confession. In
response the columnist, Reverend Schuette of the American Lutheran Survey countered with
“…this writer does not countenance the theory that boys have a deeper dye of original sin than
do girls.”67
Changes in the Role of the Western Father
All the experts agree that the idea and practices of fatherhood have changed significantly since
the American colonial period. In general, these changes have moved the father from the center
to the periphery of the family.

68

Fathers in the eighteenth to early nineteenth century were the

chief influencer of their children. Fathers were the family's center for instructing children,
69

especially in faith and life. In this period, clergy assisted fathers, as it was the father's duty to
lead his children's education in matters of morality and the Christian faith.
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Patriarchal Fatherhood
American author E. Anthony Rotundo in his book, American Fatherhood: A Historical
Perspective posits that American fatherhood breaks down into two periods:

71

1) Patriarchal Fatherhood -1620 to 1800
2) Modern Fatherhood – 1800 to present (1985).
In the American patriarchal period, the father was the towering figure of the family. The
family was the foundation of early American society and the father served as its unquestioned
72

overlord, with major responsibility for providing physical and economic security for his family.
Rutgers University’s Philip Greven breaks the patriarchal role into three peer groups:

1) “The Evangelical Patriarch” used discipline by breaking the child’s will to conform to
moral norms. Corporal punishment was liberally applied and the children were to
73
approach God and their parents with love and fear.
2) “The Moderate Patriarch” desired to bend the will of the child and not break it. These
fathers sought to compel their children out of love and duty, rather than fear to honor
their father. Endorsing salvation through conversion, the moderates believed that
74
salvation could be acquired gradually, through good works as well as grace.
3) “The Genteel Patriarch” was a more permissive father exemplified by Southern
plantation owners, who delegated the use of corporal discipline to the tutor or
servants. They sought not to inspire fear in their children but to indulge them; “to
75
curb children is to spoil their genius.”
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The colonial and early American period were predominately an agrarian society with the
family grounded and revolved around either farming/agriculture or the family trade. The whole
family lived and worked daily together, assigned roles deemed appropriate by age and gender.
Fathers exercised control ultimately through the promise of inheriting the farm/land or the family
76

business. They even played a crucial role in marital arrangements with other fathers.

As the

country expanded west, traditional ideas of patriarchy were beginning to crumble. Fathers began
to lose the power and authority over their families that they had exercised in the past. Before the
Western Expansion, if the son did not want to heed his father’s authoritative control, he risked
losing his opportunity to farm the family land or assume the family business. As the country
grew, he could now move west of the Colonies to seek his future in farming virgin soil or in the
promising commerce of a new land. Simultaneously, the arrival of new parenting concepts from
England began influencing American ideas. These new concepts included the predominant view
that women were more moral, spiritual, and kindhearted, which shifted the transmission of moral
77

teaching from the father to the mother.

Modern Fatherhood
With the advent of the Industrial Revolution, fathers began working in the factories and
spent far less time at home. Immigrant fathers sacrificed their patriarchal influence out of a
necessity to provide for their families’ current needs and economic future. Non-English-speaking
fathers, by default, became “subordinate” to their children, who were quickly schooled in
English while the fathers lacked the education to speak and read English properly. Despite the
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necessity to be the chief source of the family’s income, it is worth noting that fathers did not
enjoy their absence from the family and found it regretful.

78

Because of industrialization, the

paternal authority had declined to two specific tasks: head of the family and breadwinner. All
other duties were delegated to the mother, as she was the only one predominately with the
79

children.

Consequently, men looked outside the home for meaning to their masculinity.
Masculinity became less defined by fatherhood and developing the family in faith and morphed
80

into being defined by individual ambition and achievement.

By the mid to late nineteenth

century, the American culture entered the Victorian era and became increasingly femininized.
Men, including husbands and fathers, sought refuge from the feminized family and society in
fraternal lodges. While the work of fraternal lodges did much good for society and even the
church, it was at the sacrifice of fatherhood.
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The role of moral and spiritual education was now

delegated entirely to mothers. As a consequence, the primary male influence upon children’s
82

catechesis was, of necessity, assumed by the family’s pastor.
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The Influence of Sports Upon Boys and Men
Athletic contests have always been part of human existence, exemplified by the ancient
Greek Olympics and the ancient Roman sports. However, in the post-WWII United States,
changes began to affect the family, sharply elevating the importance of sports in boys’ and men’s
lives. Returning from the battlefields of WWII, men reclaimed their roles as the chief provider of
family income and head of the family, roles which their wives had maintained in their absence.
However, things were not quite the same as in the pre-war days, as there was now an
uncomfortable aspect to life within the family. At this time, the father took on a new title,
“Dad.” The dad was to be intimately involved in raising the children for the child’s sake,
permitting the father to “chum” around with his children, including teaching his son how to play
team sports like baseball and football. Thus, men carved out new roles as fathers and men in
post-war American society, including coaching Little League in order to connect with their
83

sons.

Sports and Worship
Professor of Theology at Acadia University, Steve McMullen, examined real and
perceived competition experienced by churches in the United States and Canada. His study
examined sixteen mainline and conservative Protestant churches who were on the decline in
membership. This focus on declining congregations was based on the assumption that churches
would most likely blame the decline on the changing social environment.
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With the repeal of blue laws in most states, commerce began to negatively impact the sanctity of
Sunday. The dismantling of such laws designed to protect Sunday’s sacredness changed the
traditional respect for church activities on Sunday and implicitly permitted youth sports to have
85

practice and hold competitions on the formerly revered day.

McMullen’s research found a

direct correlation of youth Sunday sports activities affecting Sunday worship service attendance.
However, the study also found that there is a direct connection between those who attend
86

worship weekly faithfully and those who participate in sports. Two significant observations
from the study were:

87

•

When pastors and congregations blame organized youth sports for competition with
worship or even the decline in worship attendance, families with sports active
children will stop attending.

•

The negative effect of sports based on frequency of attendance shows Sundays are no
longer sacred.

In November of 2017, writer Heather Smith published a satirical article in the online
magazine, The Federalist, titled “Inside America’s Largest Religious Revival You Know
Nothing About.” Smith pokes fun at sports as a new religious revival called “Athletica”.
Smith’s satiric piece illustrates that Athletica has all the hallmarks of a recognizable religion.
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Three years prior to Smith’s article, theologians Ellis and Harvey in two separate unrelated
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books addressed the religiosity of sports. According to Harvey, sports point to the fullness of
God-given humanity both to play and to participate in God’s created order. “Worship is the
89

liturgical celebration of who God is. Sport is the liturgical celebration of who we are.” Ellis
connects the drama of sports, including winning and losing, to larger eschatological themes of
God’s triumph over sin and life after death. He contends that sports act as a means of assessing
God’s activity in the world, noting that sports serve as a vehicle by which “grace may be known
90

even when it cannot be named.”

Risk Preference Theory
Proposed by seventeenth century French theologian and philosopher Blaise Pascal (d.
1662), people wager with their eternal existence whether God exists or not. Known as “Pascal’s
wager,” Pascal believed that human reason cannot prove God’s existence; however, a rational
person should live as though God exists and believe in God. According to his philosophy, if God
does not exist, then a person has only lost a finite amount of temporal pleasures upon death. If
91

God truly exists, then the person stands to gain heavenly bliss, salvation, and eternal life.

Southern Illinois University’s Darren Sherkat proposes that heterosexual males are more likely
than heterosexual females and homosexual males to “bet the farm” against Pascal’s wager.
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The tolerance for risk relevant to Pascal’s wager is formulated into what is now called
Risk Preference Theory (RPT). RPT, originally coined by sociologists Alan Miller and John
Hoffman in their 1995 study titled “Risk and Religion: An Explanation of Gender Differences in
Religiosity” is the attitude toward risk or risk preference regarding religious behavior. They
proposed that RPT is a significant predictor of religiosity for each gender. Miller and Hoffman
considered the difference of the genders when it came to the tolerance of risk, similar to Pascal’s
wager: “One has nothing to lose by believing in God but everything to gain.”93 They offered
RPT as the reason for the gender gap in religiosity due to the difference of risk aversion between
males and females. According to RPT, women and girls are more averse to risky behavior and
are more open to lead lives in accordance with Christian teachings due to genetic predisposition
and socialization.94 In his own study, Stark posits that the Christian faith including the
participation in worship offers little risk compared to other parts of life; thus, it is very appealing
to women.95 In a comprehensive review of the literature on this topic, Stark concludes that
physiological differences related to risk preference appear to offer the only viable explanation of
gender differences in religiousness. Stark quips, “One is very tempted to mention the mark of
Cain.”96
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In 2002, Miller teamed with Stark to revisit the 1995 study’s findings, identifying and
addressing nine hypotheses. Miller and Stark report that their research results are “surprising and
startlingly unambiguous.” Neither the role of traditional gender socialization nor gender
differences in social power has a relationship to gender differences in religious practices.

97

Miller and Stark conclude, “We do not claim that any one empirical test conducted above
definitively undermines a socialization argument and supplants it with a risk preference
argument.”98
Twenty-four years after the original 1995 Miller and Hoffman study, Hoffman attempted
to reproduce the earlier study’s findings. Hoffman maintained that RPT is valid and is reinforced
by the noticeable gender gap in religiosity declines after calculating risk measures. However, he
concedes that the more recent study showed only a modest reduction in gender differences, once
risk preferences are considered.99 Further, Hoffman concludes there is also evidence that risk
behaviors and religious affiliation may be more important than risk preferences in accounting for
gender differences in religiousness.100 The most recent published study on RPT (April 2020) by
sociologists Yi Li and colleagues affirms that risk preferences are not strong predictors for
gender differences concerning religiosity and worship attendance.101
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With a subtle shift of the focus, the University of Notre Dame’s Jessica Collett and Omar
Lizardo’s 2009 work draws on Power-Control Theory (PCT), a theory familiar in criminology.102
PCT was identified in a series of studies within the period of 1985-1991 led by criminologist
John Hagan of Northwestern University, which linked the propensity for risk with criminal
behavior. PCT attributes the origins of gender differences in risk-preference to class-based
differences, patriarchal families, and children’s socialization.

103

Collett and Lizardo proposed

two hypotheses:104
1) “As mothers’ socioeconomic status increases, women’s likelihood of being irreligious
increases more than men’s likelihood of being irreligious.”
2) “Father’s socioeconomic status has less of an effect on the gender difference in
religiosity than mother’s socioeconomic status.”
Applying PCT to religious behavior, Collett and Lizardo found that the mother’s socioeconomic
status had little effect on adult male children’s religiosity but more effect on adult female
children. They also determined that the father’s socioeconomic status had a “negligible effect”
on gender differences regarding their children’s religious practices.105
In a completely different consideration, the University of Minnesota’s sociology
professor, Penny Edgell, and colleagues in 2017 proposed that risk aversion is indeed relevant to
understanding gender and religiosity. However, this study proposed that risk is to be understood
not as existential fear of eternal damnation as previous studies contended, but rather is based on
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the fear of social rejection.

106

Edgell concludes that social or peer pressure is of a less concern

for men. Conversely, women will self-identify as “spiritual but not religious” instead of
admitting to being altogether nonreligious or an atheist out of fear of social or peer stigma.107
Secularism
As of late, there is no shortage of discussion of secularism. A literature review shows that
these discussions are increasing within the Christian context or that of other world religions.
Trzebiatowska and Bruce seek to identify secularization as the key to understanding men’s and
women’s religious behavior. While their primary focus is on women and worship participation,
their position is that men do not participate in the church’s activities because they have been
secularized. In comparison, women are slow in becoming secularized because of less time in the
108

public sphere than men in the past century.

As noted by Skreslet, Nobel Prize recipient and American Quaker, Rufus Jones (d. 1948),
introduced a significant discussion of secularism at the Jerusalem Conference of 1928.
Identifying secularism as the profound enemy of Christianity with his paper “Secular
Civilization and the Christian Task.” Jones proposed that Christendom needs to reconsider its
doctrines to collaborate with non-Christian religious traditions to stem the tide of materialist
109

philosophies.

The terms “secularism,” “secularization,” and “secular age” seem to be used
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interchangeably. These are generally terms of reproach and contempt among Christians.

110

By

definition, “secularization” refers to transforming a society that involves a change from the close
identification of society with religious institutions to a separated relationship between society
and religion.

111

“Secularism” is a belief or ideology that states that religion and religious

considerations should not play a part in temporal affairs.

112

As defined by Canadian philosopher

Charles Taylor, the “secular age” is a worldview that employs exclusively humanism to account
for all of the meaning and significance of human life in a way that dispenses with “naive
religious faith” and its adherence to “the transcendent.”
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Traditionally, American Christianity existed in a society that neatly broke down into two
worlds: religious (mainly Christian) and non-religious with a clean separation of church and
114

state.

In the past, “secular” was used to label someone or something with no religious

affiliation, confession, or belief.
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However, “secular” now means that the Christian faith is

just one of a host of optional beliefs or convictions and as such it is expected to be challenged,
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116

making the Christian faith vulnerable to being eclipsed by an exclusively humanist worldview.
According to historian Wilfred McClay in his 2007 study, secularism exists in the West in two
forms:

117

1) “Political secularism,” which desires politics as an independent sphere, “one that’s
not subject to ecclesiastical governance, to the governance of a church or religion or
the church’s expression of that religion.”
2) “Philosophical secularism,” which is secularism as “a kind of godless system of the
world, a system of beliefs about ultimate things.”
Trzebiatowska and Bruce’s secularization thesis is that religion, specifically Christianity,
will fade into irrelevance in its final stage such that “even most women [will] no longer go to
church,”

118

which possibly explains the trends as noted earlier in Illustration One of Chapter

One, the decline of female worship participants in five “denominations.” While in contrast,
Cornell University sociologist Landon Schnabel with his graduate student, Sean Brock, in their
2017 work, “The Persistent and Exceptional Intensity of American Religion: A Response to
Recent Research,” endorsed the premise that instead of religion fading into irrelevance,
Americans continue to be intensely religious, including their devoted attachment to and practice
of persistent biblical literalism, and evangelicalism.
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According to Schnabel and Brock, only

moderate Christianity which demands minimal doctrinal adherence, such as Mainline
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Protestantism, is on the decline in the United States. They conclude that religiosity in the United
120

States is atypically persistent, is exceptional, and does not heed to the secularization thesis.
Secularization of Christian Men

The Brisbane Synod of the Anglican Church in Australia in 1907 stood-up a commission
to report on “the condition of religious knowledge in all classes of society in Brisbane’s
diocese.” The Commission found that with a nominal church membership of 131,000, only about
121

15,000 attended, composed of mostly women.

The report included comments from the

diocese’s laymen expressing reasons for non-attendance:
•
•
•
•
•

“The church is out of touch with the people.”
“Services are too dull and monotonous, and in many cases conducted in a lifeless
manner.”
“Attendance affected by the personal like or dislike of the clergyman.”
“Too much exhortation from the ignorant to the ignorant.”
122
“Want of interest by the clergy in individuals except of a particular class.”

According to Murrow’s “Top 10 Reasons Why Men Don’t Attend Worship,” time and
nationality seem to have no relevance, as the list is uncannily parallel to the previous study:
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10. I don’t have time,
9. Church just doesn’t work for me,
8. It’s boring,
7. It’s irrelevant to my life,
6. I don’t like the pastor,
5. I don’t want to talk about it,
4. It’s too long,
120
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3. They ask for money too much,
2. It’s for wimps.
1. There are too many hypocrites there.
There appear to be little significant or lasting shifts in men’s religious behavior during the
last several decades, except for the large number of unchurched. The group of unchurched men
has grown by nine percentage points since 1991. As of 2011, an estimated 39 percent of all men
in the U.S. can be considered unchurched. Barna’s definition of “unchurched” is: “having not
attended a church event, other than a special service such as a wedding or funeral, in the past six
124

months.”

Despite this discouraging statistic, it is worth noting that American men are not

becoming atheists. Pew research found in their 2016 study that 32 percent of U.S. males attend
weekly worship, 47 percent claim to pray daily, and the same percentage states that faith is “very
important” to them. Compared to other western nations, the religious commitment of U.S. males
125

is exceptionally high.

This same study confirms that 44 percent of Christian males worship

weekly, 61 percent pray daily and 63 percent claim that their faith is “very important”.
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Interestingly, 15 percent of “unaffiliated” men in the U.S. claim to pray daily, 12 percent of the
127

same group of men say religion is “very important,” and 3 percent attend weekly worship.
Another study explicitly focusing on millennial males paints a fascinating picture.

Nearly half (46 percent) believe in God, and 36 percent of men polled state that their faith is
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“very important.” Nevertheless, only 27 percent worship weekly, and 37 percent will seldom
worship; 41 percent seldom pray compared to 35 percent that pray daily; 64 percent seldom
participate in prayer, Bible study, or religious education. When asked to identify their source for
moral guidance, this same millennial group of men, broke down into 63 percent identifying
philosophy, reason, or common sense, 21 percent looking to religion, and surprisingly only 13
percent to science. Alarmingly, nearly half (48 percent) of this generation’s men reject the idea
that the Holy Scriptures are the word of God.

128

The Secularization of Sunday
Research on why men don’t attend church reveals that it is not because men are hostile to
Christian corporate worship. Nevertheless, more and more studies clearly show that worship and
church activities are perceived as not being relevant to men’s lives. Their children, mainly sons,
follow their fathers’ lead and do not participate as well.
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Mark Chaves, Professor of Sociology,

Religion and Divinity at Duke University and Laura Stephen’s work published in 2004 posits
that since the 1960s men are increasingly less engaged in activities of the church but this is not at
130

the expense of their belief in the “supernatural or concern about spirituality.”

Nevertheless, a study of male weekly worship attendance patterns leaves little doubt that
perceived “cost versus benefit” analysis strongly influences men to move religious activities to
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the sideline.

131

An interesting study evaluated the influence of at home National Football League

(NFL) games upon worship. This study revealed that not only do churches have to compete for
adherents, but worship is now just one of many options in the secular “leisure and entertainment”
132

market place.

College and young adult pastor David Zahl’s thesis in his 2019 book, Seculosity: How
Career, Parenting, Technology, Food, Politics, and Romance Became Our New Religion and
What to Do about It, is that “institutional religion” is losing ground to a secular religiosity, that
Zahl has coined “seculosity.” Zahl states that “seculosity” incorporates secular replacements
such as political ideology, parenting styles, special diets, work success, and romantic fulfillment
as the means for self-justification or self-righteousness.

133

According to Zahl, American’s

replacement religions are not where one seeks meaning or hope, but rather “enoughness” is the
goal. Zahl defines “enoughness” as that which completes a man or makes him feel he is okay.

134

The “seculosity” of the church is when she turns into just another location of many to “establish
our enoughness, rather than the only reliable place to receive it.” What concerns Zahl is that the
secular idea of “enoughness” has been heightened and given deep spiritual significance within
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the church. The consequence is that the very institution commanded by Jesus Christ to proclaim
“justification by grace through faith boldly” does not practice its own mandate.

135

Toxic Masculinity & Anti-patriarchy
Although the term “toxic masculinity” has become widely used in academia, recent
popular discussions, and in the “#MeToo” movement of 2017, it is also typically the term used to
describe traditional, patriarchal, and stereotypical masculine behavior that authorizes violence
against women and children.

136

In psychoanalytic contexts, “toxic masculinity” is used to

describe,
extreme competition and greed, insensitivity to or lack of consideration of the experiences
and feelings of others, a strong need to dominate and control others, an incapacity to
nurture, a dread of dependency, a readiness to resort to violence, and the stigmatization and
137
subjugation of women, gays, and men who exhibit feminine characteristics.
Others have defined “toxic masculinity” as
the cultural ideal of manliness, where strength is everything while emotions are a
weakness; where sex and brutality are yardsticks by which men are measured, while
supposedly “feminine” traits—which can range from emotional vulnerability to simply
not being hypersexual—are the means by which your status as “man” can be taken
away.138
In contemporary discussions, the term, “toxic masculinity” seems to be readily interchangeable
with “patriarchy,” that is, male behavior driven by power and control. This conflation affords no
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room for “benevolent patriarchy,” commonly known as “complementarianism,” since it still
employs power distinctions between genders.

139

In 2018, writer Michael Flood expressed

concern that discussion and attitudes concerning “toxic masculinity” may foster or incite an
environment of shaming and blaming men. Flood’s apprehension is based on the concern that if
men believe they are under attack, or that they perceive they are victims of a man-hating culture,
they may react in an excessively defensive and hostile manner.
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Possible unintended

consequences of the anti-toxic masculinity, anti-patriarchy, and #MeToo movement are that male
pastors and laymen may become hypersensitive and avoid interaction with females in the church
141

due to fear and lack of trust.

Lutheran theologian and feminist Karen Bloomquist posit that the…
Reformation understanding – that we receive our dignity, or worth (are saved) not by
what we do but by God’s grace- goes against the grain of both patriarchy and
142
capitalism.
Accordingly, a gospel that emphasizes the necessity of becoming powerless, embraces the denial
of self, loving God above all things, and displays the necessity of sacrificial love is much easier
to be heard and accepted by women who have less power than men in a patriarchal culture.
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Bloomquist believes this “gospel” is not helpful to women and it repels men who want to
embrace patriarchy and capitalism. She observes,
No wonder more women than men are found in most churches! It has been far more
comfortable for male preachers to proclaim a gospel of self-sacrifice and giving up
control to women and other subordinated groups. This ‘gospel’ therefore serves to
legitimize rather than transform the situation and conditions of these groups.
She emphatically states that the theology of the cross, namely, that “God is revealed through
suffering and weakness and not in glory” needs to be driven into the hearts of men “in this
patriarchal society” but women who are “victimized by patriarchy” need to hear a completely
143

different message of empowerment.

Christianity Is Not Masculine
Expressed in his work, Beyond Good and Evil, philosopher Fredrich Nietzsche (d. 1900)
rejected Christianity’s call to deny self and life as a principle of “dissolution and decay”.
Christianity then is just “sentimental weakness” in as much as life is essentially about the
conquest and exploitation of that which is inferior.

144

In that view, the Christian faith, from its

origins, is a faith that would sacrifice all that defines a man. Thus “modern man” has no need for
the “paradox of the formula, ‘God on the cross.’”
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Podles’ interpretation of Nietzsche’s “will

to power” is that a man must choose between Christianity or masculinity; to Nietzsche, “a man
can’t be both.”
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A professed agnostic and British Professor on Death and Society, Tony Walter

147

supports Nietzsche’s position by stating that men don’t participate in church or faith because of
some sort of a “macho ethic.” Rather this ethic is founded in an anti-religious workplace, and
resulting in a macho ethic is all about “pride of independence” which in turn tends to hinder men
from worshiping God.

148

In matters of Christian election, Walter warns of the problematic idea

that while “the macho ethic and the feminine ethic” are both God-given, there is spiritual peril in
149

idea that “God is apparently not an equal opportunity employer; he has a bias to the women.”

Once a confessing Christian now agnostic, Walter wrote in 1990 in, Why are Most Churchgoers
Women? A Literature Review, that he is under judgment for holding on to his masculine traits
(patriarchal personality) of dominance, pride, independence, and control inasmuch as “Jesus is
the very denial of patriarchal man.”

150

Fear
When asked in 2009, “Where have all the men gone on Sunday?”, Assistant Professor of
Pastoral Ministry and Missions at Concordia Theological Seminary - Fort Wayne, Gary Zieroth,
replied, “I think men today are afraid.” That is, men are simply afraid to enter into the battle that
God has initiated against man’s sinful flesh, the devil, and the evil world. According to Zieroth,
men feel ill-equipped and so are fearful of being called into battle. “Men want to do the opposite.
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They [want to] hide.” Men will seek refuge behind careers, sports, leisure activities, and
technology before taking up the “crucial call” to battle.

151

Murrow claims men are not ashamed

of Jesus Christ but are in fact deathly afraid of feminization.

152

Murrow lists twelve reasons that

men are afraid of worship. These reasons have one thing in common: they violate multiple “man
laws,” including the loss of control, of becoming powerless and being sucked back into the
153

feminine.

Summary
Why do men hate church? Perhaps men do not necessarily “hate” church, but they, as a gender,
have certainly retreated from participation in the church’s worship life. What is the cause of this
attrition of men? Leon Podles blames the emasculation of the church. Beginning with Bernard
of Clairvaux, the church has been feminized through the ideology of bridal mysticism
emphasizing the individual emotional experience as a bride to Jesus Christ. This influence
continued into pre-colonial America and found purchase in the various forms of pietism that
were part of the early American Christian expression. Another cause of male attrition in worship
may be the shift from an agrarian to an industrial society which shaped the father’s influence and
role in the American family culminating in reduced worship participation. Perhaps it is due to the
appeal of sports and other activities which now directly competes against the sacred worship of
the Living God.
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Finally, sociologists believe that other forces drive men away and keep them away from
the church. One proposal is that their preferences for risk permit men to wander from the
transcendent to seek out their fame and fortune in the temporal world that they can comprehend.
Many would also agree that the ongoing pressure of worldly secularization upon Christian men
and increasingly on Christian women is causing women to follow men out of the church. Others
identify an ideology that is outwardly hostile to God’s creation order with the man called to be
patriarch and head of his house. Seemingly ignored by the academic and religious research
community, Christian theologians identify the influence of fear. It is not a fear of what goes
bump in the night, but a fear to be engaged in the mission of Jesus Christ and take on God’s holy
armor in spiritual warfare. So, out of fear, they hide behind that which the world adores, and they
believe as the world teaches, “You cannot be a man and a Christian at the same time.”
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CHAPTER THREE: BIBLICAL MASCULINTY
“Dress for action like a man; I will question you, and you make it known to me.”
~ God addresses Job (Job 38:3).
Masculinity and Femininity
There needs to be clarity; sex and gender are not the same. This seems like old news;
nevertheless, in an age of loud voices attempting to normalize gender dysphoria with an alphabet
soup of gender pronouns, it is best to return to proper definitions. Maleness and masculinity are
not the same as well. Maleness is about biology; it is about the form and function of a particular
type of a living body. In the case of humans, with exceptions to biological abnormalities, males
are outwardly recognized by external reproductive organs and the development of a high ratio of
muscle mass to body fat. At a genetic level, the biological trigger for male development is in the
154

Y chromosome's cellular existence, which contains the gene SRY.

The male gender or

masculinity is much more than possessing a male body and a Y chromosome. It is the complex
assemblage of identity, behavior, mental qualities, and personality characteristics, including
cultural and spiritual influences, in other words, the unique blend of mind, body, and soul.
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Masculinity is understood in comparison and juxtaposition to femininity. Masculinity is
characterized by separation, inversely to femininity, which is characterized by communion.
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While developing her own identity, a young female can readily use her mother as a proper
template for her femininity. As a non-negotiable part of her femininity, through the hazards of
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childbirth, women face pain and even death.

157

However, the young male must separate from his

mother and seek his identity apart from her. He must find his masculine identity by identifying
with mature males, ideally, first with his loving father. If this does not occur, he will never
158

become masculine.

Generally speaking, a father’s loving involvement in his son’s life will

offer a far less destructive path to masculinity than accidental male relationships, which, in their
extreme, are tragically depicted in youth gangs.
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A significant and pivotal key role of the father

is to demonstrate and model for his son the wholesome attributes of compassion, love, and
160

respect for the boy’s mother as essential elements of masculinity.

The developmental path of masculinity also requires that the young man must give up
being mothered before becoming a husband and a father. The young male must resist and even
reject that which would keep him from true masculinity, including the infantile and feminine. He
is not destined for a lifetime of isolation, but instead, he must have a reunion with the feminine,
ideally under the sanctity of marriage as defined by God.
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He must maintain a respectable

distance from the ways of women but yet rise to defend and be prepared to lay down his life to
protect his wife, family, and community. Men must choose to take significant risks, engage in
conflict, expect suffering and endure hardships so that women can conceive and bear their
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children.

In short, masculinity is not a destination nor is it ever fully realized, but rather it is

always developing; that is, it is a trajectory that never finds its termination.
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Unlike femininity, masculinity requires initiation to make a “sharp break” from the
feminine, an initiation that causes the young man to separate from the feminine and motherhood,
followed immediately by a period of transition to begin his new identity as a man. This rite of
initiation allows the young man to die to his life as a child of women and to be reborn as a man
of men.
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Masculinity is hazardous and mysterious. It can only be achieved by denying the

temptation to return to the interdependence of mother and child, and, most significantly, it can
only be acknowledged and confirmed outside the man by other men.
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Masculinity in the Old Testament
Masculinity is a central focus in the Old Testament. The LORD (  ) ְיֹהָוהGod ( )ֱא‹ִהיםis
masculine as He is holy, which means more than separate but the “wholly other,” surpassing all
human categories.
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An examination of Genesis reveals such. The first chapter accounts for the

fashioning of all things “ex nihilo” by God. He does not birth creation nor is creation part of Him
nor is He part of creation but He rather speaks and creation is (Gen 1:1-3a). God does not birth
Adam but forms him from the earth. He does not animate him with blood but breathes the breath
of life into him (Gen 2:7). Man, the individual and species, is created and is set apart from
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God’s creation as he is created in the “imago Deo” (Gen1:26). Genesis 2:18 states, “Then the
Lord God said, ‘It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make him a helper fit for
him.’” Man is used by God to provide the immediate basic material to create the female form,
thus she is named woman (  ) ִאָשּׁהas she was “taken out of man ( (”) ִאישׁGen 2:23). God creates
mankind, both male and female, by separating the female from male; “therefore”, a man shall
separate himself from his parents and “hold fast to his wife” to become “one flesh” (Gen 2:24).
In marriage, man imitates God by following His established pattern of first separation and then,
167

union.

In the creation narrative, God instructs Adam, before Eve’s creation, not to eat of the fruit
of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. There is certainly an implied responsibility upon
Adam that he was to teach and to protect his wife from violating God’s will (Gen 2:17). The
woman, Eve, is identified by God as Adam’s helper (Gen 2:20). St. Paul elaborates that for Eve
to be the “helper” is to mean that she is to have male headship (1 Cor 11:8; 1 Tim 2:13). It is
also interesting to note in the creation order that God names Adam, then Adam names Eve,
(before and after the fall - Gen 2:23, 3:20, respectively). This order is maintained when God
holds Adam accountable for his and Eve’s disobedience of His will. Eve’s actions, with Adam’s
implicit or passive approval, were a perversion of the male / female relationship that God created
(Gen 3:17; 1 Tim 2:14). St. Paul clearly teaches that Adam is accountable and responsible for
the sin of both (Rom 5:12; 1 Cor 15:22). Since the Garden of Eden, God calls men out and holds
them responsible for familial and religious leadership, as we see in the patriarchs - Adam, Noah,
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, the twelve sons of Jacob / twelve tribes of Israel, Moses, and in the male
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priestly order and prophets. God demonstrates that He possesses unwavering authentic love as
the rightful husband of His people, despite their constant unfaithfulness and infidelity. He even
establishes visual depictions of His fidelity to His adulterous people, such as when He called His
prophet Hosea to marry the prostitute Gomer, thus publicly portraying the disappointing
relationship of Israel, the wanton bride, with her loving and faithful husband, the True God and
Husband of Israel (Hos 1:2).
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Generally speaking, disorder is clearly illustrated in the Old

Testament text when men either follow the direction of their own will in opposition to God’s
will, such as the worship of false gods, or when men follow the direction of women rather than
169

trusting in God.

In a survey of masculinity in the Hebrew Bible, Professor of Religious Studies Susan
Haddox summarizes that a man can satisfy all the desirable social traits, attributes, and
categories of masculinity (i.e., honor, wisdom, strength) and yet when he fails to submit to God,
things inevitably end poorly for him. However, a man who is obedient and heeds God’s will,
even though he may be found wanting in one or more desirable manly attributes, was always
rightly chosen for leadership among God’s people with God’s blessings. The Old Testament text
clearly illustrates that biblical masculinity is countercultural regardless of time, as it resists the
170

innate drive of the old Adam for complete dominance and rule.

Haddox’s conclusion:

A man must be willing to submit to God or he will be kicked out like Adam, Cain, and
Saul. The faithful man who is on occasion a wimp (Gideon, Isaac) or a cheat (Jacob) or
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exhibits a disability (Moses) can rise to social and religious prominence with God’s
171
help.
Ironically, that while contemporary progressive and unorthodox expressions of
Christianity consider patriarchy as a tyrannical abuse of power,

172

the Holy Scriptures clearly

identify uxoriousness, (being excessively fond of or submissive to a wife, forsaking the man’s
more significant duty to God) is the chief danger of patriarchy.

173

Patriarchy and masculinity in

the Old Testament were part of a system where men, namely husbands and fathers, cared for,
nurtured, and taught the faith, and were preoccupied with protecting and providing for wife,
children, and household. It is clear that such duties are always secondary to worshiping God.

174

In the Hebrew Scriptures, to describe God other than in the masculine, such as equal part of
masculine and feminine or in the feminine, violates how God has made Himself known. To force
God into these other descriptions emulates what the pagan world surrounding the Children of
Israel worshipped. The significance of using the male pronoun is not about male bias or
dominance. In the use of male pronouns, the Children of Israel were reminded that the true and
living God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is the separate “wholly other.” To use female pronouns
to describe God would be to express Him in terms of the principles of union and communion,
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like the false gods of the unbelievers, thus reducing the uniqueness of the true God and His
significance to their lives.

175

There is also a type and shadow of Godly masculinity in the Old Testament pointing to the
ultimate culmination of masculinity in Jesus Christ. One such example is found in Joseph, son
of Jacob, who prefigures Jesus Christ:
•

Both are loved by their father (Gen 37:3 – John 5:20)

•

Both are sent to their brethren (Gen 37:13 – John 1:11)

•

Both made claims of who they were and were despised for it (Gen 37:8-11 – John
14:6)

•

Both boldly proclaimed the will of God (Gen 36:9-11; 41:16 – John 5:19)

•

Both were tempted and prevailed resting on God’s Word (Gen 39:7-9 – Matt. 4:1-11)

•

Both were falsely accused (Gen 39:17 – Mark 14:55-16)

•

Both were placed between two men (one dies and the other lives) (Gen 40:1-22 Luke 23:43)

•

Both suffered evil that God refashioned for good (Gen 50:20 – Matt 20:17-19)

•

Both exalted after their suffering (Gen 49:22-26 – Luke 22:69)

•

Both were not immediately recognized in their glorified state (Gen 42:8 – Luke
24:16)

•

Both offered forgiveness (Gen 50:15-11 - Matt 9:6)

•

Both were saviors of their people (Gen 47:12 - John 11:25)

Joseph exhibited masculine traits and served as a foreshadow, or type, of the coming Messiah.
Despite his abrupt separation from kindred, this typology through Joseph’s integrity, strength to
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resist temptation, and his unfailing trust in God’s Word, that he protected and preserved his
family with both strength and meekness as the “patriarch.” All this was done without seeking
personal fame or glory. All these masculine traits are perfectly exhibited in Jesus Christ.
Jesus Christ – The Model of True Masculinity
“Ecce Homo!” John 19:5b – “Behold the Man!” in the Latin Vulgate
Orthodox (small o) Christianity asserts that Jesus is the ultimate embodiment of true
masculinity.

176

In obedience to the will of God the Father and His love for humanity, Jesus

Christ willingly confronts sin, death, and the devil, knowing that it will require him to suffer and
die. As exhibited by His bodily resurrection, Jesus Christ is the Conqueror of the greatest enemy
of mankind, namely death (1 Cor 15:26), and declares “all authority of heaven and earth” has
been given to Him (Matt 28:18) before His ascension into heaven to His rightful place of honor.
Nevertheless, He promises that He will return to His bride, the church, as her King and only
Bridegroom (Rev 21:2).

177

Thus, Jesus Christ exhibits true masculinity as he is the culmination

of masculinity and its pattern of separation and subsequent union.
is exhibited in two forms:
•

178

Separation in Jesus Christ

179

The physical. He leaves His mother and declares He must go about His Father’s
business (Luke 2:49). His public ministry begins with a clear breaking from mother
and family with the Spirit driven initiation into the wilderness for 40 days (Matt 4:111, Mark 1:12, Luke 4:1-13). Ultimate physical separation is displayed in His
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sacrificial suffering and death (Matt 26 & 27, Mark 14 & 15, Luke 22 &23, John 18
& 19).
•

The transcendent. Jesus declares freedom from the tyranny of the Law and legalism,
as a means for seeking self-righteousness and self-justification. Instead, He offers
salvation by grace through faith in Him as a gift (Rom 3:20-25; Titus 3:4-7).

Union in Jesus Christ is expressed also in two forms:
• The physical. He bodily rises from the dead (Matthew 28; Mark 16; Luke 24; John
20) and promised he will bodily return (John 14:3).
•

The transcendent. He returns to His bride, the Christian church (Matt 28:20b: John
14:18) and even provides “another helper” (John 14:16 & 26) in the interim until the
culmination of His promise (Rev 21:2; 22:7, 12).

Those who subscribe to the higher criticism method of interpreting the Scriptures are
quick to discount the Jesus Christ proclaimed by the gospels. They presume that Jesus is
“unaware of his masculinity,” and that the words and actions of the Jesus recorded in the gospels
are not those of the “historical Jesus” but rather are part of a “fictional character” constructed
180

only to appeal to converts.

The Male Jesus Christ in the Gospels – The Word Made Flesh
In Jesus Christ, we see a theology of masculinity as recorded in the gospels. Christian
writer Vivian Clark calls attention to Jesus’ relationship to His Father, His understanding of
Himself and His involvement and service towards others as a model template for biblical
181

masculinity:

Jesus demonstrated a desire to be in communion with His Father:
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•

He submits to the will of the Father out of loving obedience including His selfsacrifice (Luke 22:42).

•

He set aside his power placing Himself under the authority of the Father and
permitted the Holy Spirit to control Him (Phil 2:6-7).

•

He did not seek glory from men but from His Father (John 17:5).182

Jesus demonstrated self-understanding:
•

He stood out in contrast to the social norms of manhood as He fulfilled the prophetic
text of Isaiah 53.

•

He demonstrated biblical meekness (Phil 2:3-8).

•

He was able to walk in confidence to rebuke those who opposed God’s will for His
people (John 8:44-45) and cleansed the temple (Matt 21:12-17).

•

He was able to cry in public at the tomb of Lazarus (John 11: 35) and over the
rebellious nature of Jerusalem (Luke 19:41).

•

He “set his face” to go to Jerusalem in full awareness that He must lay down His life
(Luke 9:51) in obedience to the Father’s will (Luke 22:42).

•

He was never intimidated, whether it be with Satan (Matt 4:1-11: Mark 1:12; Luke
4:1-13), the possessed (Mark 5:1-20) or in front of Jewish leaders (Matthew 26:5768) or a Roman governor (John 18:28-37), as He rested in God’s Word.

•

His self-understanding was grounded in the knowledge that He was doing the will of
His Father (Phil 2:8).

Jesus’ involvement and service to others:
• He was freed from “self-preoccupation” as He displayed biblical meekness (πραῢςthe opposite of self-assertiveness and self-interest) foreshadowed in the prophets of
God (Num 12:3) and spoke with authority (Mark 1:22; Luke 4:32).
•

Regardless of a person’s station in life, due to age (Luke 18:15-17), gender (John 4:526), social norms (Mark 2:13-17), sickness (Luke 5:12–16), or even lacking of selfawareness (Mark 10:17-22), He was able to love and connect to the person.
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•

He served to give up His life as a ransom for many (Matt 20:28) and even lowered
Himself to demonstrate love (John 13:1-17).
The Typological Necessity of the Maleness of Jesus Christ

Biblical typology is defined as faithfully linking the New Testament to that which is
foreshadowed in the Old Testament. Through biblical typology, we see that the fulfillment of
God the Father’s plan of salvation for humanity is achieved and brought to completion in and
through God the Son, Jesus Christ.

183

On the Emmaus road, a newly resurrected Jesus Christ

taught Cleopas and his companion “…beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he interpreted
to them in all the Scriptures the things concerning himself” (Luke 24:27). The Adam / Christ
typology permeates the Pauline epistles. In Romans 5, St. Paul compares Adam and Jesus Christ.
Just as the first man, Adam, took the entire human race with him in his fall into sin and death, it
required a second man, the second Adam, namely, Jesus Christ, through the mystery of the
incarnation, to restore all humanity unto life and salvation.

184

Just as Eve, the bride of Adam,

was taken, not birthed, from Adam’s side (Gen 2:21), so Christ’s bride is cleansed and formed by
the waters of Baptism and nourished with Jesus Christ’s blood in the Lord’s Supper, both in
union with His inerrant Word. This corresponds to what was issued from Jesus Christ through
185

his wounded side (John 19:34).
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David Schrock, in his work “The Maleness of Christ: A Typological Necessity with Vast
Ethical Implications” identified six typological requirements that Jesus Christ needed to be male
to fulfill all of Scripture and to be in fact, the long-awaited Messiah:

186

•

“He came as a Son to perfectly reveal the Father.” Jesus was conceived by the power
of the Holy Spirit and birthed a male to reflect the authority and “wholly other” of the
Godhead. As the perfect revelation of the Father, he could not be female as it would
violate how God revealed Himself in the Hebrew Scripture.

•

“He came as a Son, so that he could be a Father of a new race.” Just as Adam was the
father of his physical progeny and all of humanity, Jesus Christ would be the second
Adam and is Pater familias of His church, His spiritual progeny. He is the head of His
Father’s house.

•

“He came as a Son, so that he would qualify to be a priest.” Jesus Christ came into
the world not to be a generic savior but to be the Priest of God’s people, which can
only be held by a male.

•

“He came as a Son of David, so he could be the king.” According to the Law and
prophesy from David and the prophets, Messiah could not be female but a male
offspring of the House of David.

•

“He came as a Son, so that he could inherit the earth.” In Israel, the norm is that only
sons, especially first-born sons, received the blessing, the land and property of the
father. Thus, it was a necessity that Jesus Christ was the first-born male. It is for this
reason that the New Testament reference for believers in Jesus Christ is that they are
called “sons of God” (Gal 3:26).

•

“He came as a Son, so that he could marry a bride.” God proclaims himself as
husband over His people. Jesus Christ is the complete manifestation of the divine
Bridegroom, who lays His life down for His bride, the church. God creates marriage,
the union of a man and woman for life, as a small-scale model of Christ and the
church (Eph 5:22-32).

Further, Schrock states that the maleness of Jesus Christ is not an accident, arbitrary, or
even fluid. It is in fact essential for the fulfillment of all Scripture and for mankind’s
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redemption.

Others reject this idea and deny this necessity asserting that to hold tightly to

Jesus Christ’s maleness as essential, must consequently exclude women from salvation. Others
have bifurcated the maleness of Jesus Christ’s physical appearance from His humanity since a
“male-human” could not possibly represent all of humanity. This theory maintains that the
188

consequence of a truly all male Jesus Christ is that the atonement of women is not complete.
The Right Man Fights and Holds the Field

In the late 1520s, Luther penned the beloved hymn, “Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott” (“A
Mighty Fortress is Our God”), which is his paraphrase of Psalm 46. Luther’s second stanza
captures the theme of Jesus Christ, the hero that wins the battle:
German

English:

Mit unsrer Macht ist nichts getan,
wir sind gar bald verloren;
es streit' für uns der rechte Mann,
den Gott hat selbst erkoren.
Fragst du, wer der ist?
Er heißt Jesus Christ,
der Herr Zebaoth
und ist kein andrer gott,
189
das Feld muss er behalten.

187

With our power nothing is done
we will soon be lost;
the right man fights for us,
Whom God chose himself
Are you asking who that is?
His name is Jesus Christ
Lord Sabaoth,
and is no other god
190
he must keep the field
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The “right man,” the hero, has command over the “mysteries of masculinity” while he
holds the field of battle. He willfully separates himself from the familiar to turn directly towards
the threat, even unto death. The hero is not concerned about self-preservation but the
191

preservation of what he loves, even if it requires his ultimate sacrifice.

Sadly, this theme may

be at risk in modern American progressive and feminized Christology. An emasculated version
of this beloved church militant hymn was written by Tallessyn Grenfell-Lee, retitled, “A Mighty
Fortress Is Thy Love” (date unknown). The second verse has removed the focus on the
192

victorious Jesus Christ egregiously transforming it into some form of universalistic love:
Did we in mortal strength confide, our striving would be losing;
Without the One who dwells inside, the Light of Life infusing.
Dost ask who that may be? Christ now, eternally;
With many Earthly Names, from age to age the same,
And Love must heal the battle.

In contradiction to this feminized Christology, Jesus Christ is the perfect hero that
transcends all cultures and eras as He epitomizes the masculine form that every man should
193

become.

In Jesus Christ, the image of hero is fully expressed. The Old and New Testaments

identify His attributes as the suffering servant of Isaiah (Isaiah 53), the Son of Man (Daniel 7),
the Lamb of God (John 1), the radiance of the glory of God (Hebrews 1) and the conquering
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194

Victor (Col 2:15; Rev 19).

Jesus Christ meets and exceeds the narrative of the hero, including

resisting the real temptation to be the hero for His own temporal glory (Matt 4:8; John 6:15).
Finally, Jesus Christ sets Himself apart from all other hero narratives, in that, His heroism
is grounded in His obedience to the Father. He did not seek the glory of men but from God the
Father alone. He restores what is lost by willfully laying down His life, to be lifted up in shame
(Gal 3:13) and yet drawing all men to Himself and defying death in a true bodily resurrection to
195

return to the Father and ultimately to His bride, the church.

This obedience was not lost on

one awestruck eyewitness. The Roman centurion in Mark’s gospel, was without doubt, no
stranger to honor, courage, cowardice and shame, becoming an expert witness on the striking
way in which Jesus Christ died with such impressive honor. To which, the centurion was moved
196

to say, “Truly this man was the Son of God!”(Mark 15:39)

It is for this reason that the writer

of Hebrews encourages the Christian to look to Jesus Christ as the ultimate champion, the
beginning and the end, the creator and perfecter of faith, who in obedience considered it His joy
(χαρᾶς) to endure the cross for the place of honor with God the Father (Heb 12:2).
The New Testament Church– Sons of God
Just as Jesus Christ is the only begotten Son of God (Psalm 2:7; John 1:18, 3:16; Hebrews 1:5,
5:5 and 1 John 4:9 ), He conforms both genders, male and female, to His own image, into a new
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creation (2 Cor 5:17) and making them all “sons of God.”

197

Through Jesus Christ, all Christians

are together, the true Israel (Rom 4:12, 9:6-8; Gal 6:16; Phil 3:3) and all individual Christians
(male and female) are born again through Word and water, and the power of the Holy Spirit into
198

the true masculinity of God.

Podles holds that the Christian life parallels masculine themes

through Jesus Christ: initiation, conflict, rebirth/reunion, honor and sacrifice. This masculinity is
not a natural masculinity, but rather through baptism into Jesus Christ (Gal 3:27) it is “a
participation in the masculinity of the Son”:

199

•

Baptism is the point of initiation into Christianity. The washing of regeneration is the
second birth (John 3:5-7; Titus 3:5-6), which means dying to sin and being reborn as a
200
new creature (Rom 6:3-10).

•

Sons of God are also armed for conflict with evil through God’s Word. To fight as a
warrior of God means to be appropriately armored (Eph 6:10-18) which is all
provided by God. Because this is not a physical conflict, male and female, are equally
201
equipped with the same armor.

•

The sons of God are to be imitators of Jesus Christ (Eph 5:1-2; Rom 8:29), which
may include suffering and martyrdom (2 Tim 3:12) for the sake of the Gospel. Honor
for the son of God is not found in this temporal world. That is, honor does not come
with the reception of praise, admiration or the accumulation of material possessions
202
but rather it is found in Jesus Christ (Matt 6:19-20, 25:32; John 12:26; Col 1:27).
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•

The sacrificial nature of masculinity emulates Jesus Christ’s own sacrifice. While
only Jesus Christ has atoned for all through his sacrificial death on the cross, the
husband is duty-bound to sacrifice his life (dreams, ambitions, possessions, career,
etc.) for his wife (Eph 5:21-31). This sacrificial life is also expressed in the various
vocations of the sons of God. Through the sacrifice of time, finances, sweat, blood,
and even life, the son of God is called to be always prepared to follow Jesus Christ in
203
love for his neighbor.

Finally, just as Jesus Christ exhibited in His ministry that He is the complete
manifestation of all Godly things, the sons of God are also equipped with the Fruit of the Spirit
as Jesus Christ so richly exhibited in his incarnation (Eph 5:22-23): love (ἀγάπη), joy (χαρά),
peace (εἰρήνη), patience (μακροθυμία), kindness (χρηστότης), goodness (ἀγαθωσύνη),
faithfulness (πίστις), gentleness (πραΰτης), and self-control (ἐγκράτεια). The Fruit of the Spirit is
not given to win God’s favor nor to prove service to Him but is instead issued to the sons of God
to enable the proclamation of the Gospel, and to serve and love their neighbor.
Summary
The terms male and masculinity are not to be used interchangeably. To be male is about
biology, while masculinity is the blending of mind, body, and soul. Masculinity must occur
separately from the feminine and must follow specific prescribed steps. Masculinity is not to be
defined as a destination but as a trajectory that can only be acknowledged and affirmed by other
men. Preferably, this process starts with a loving father who assists the young male in
discovering the attributes of Godly masculinity. Masculinity requires initiation or the breaking
away from the feminine, as well as, conflict, rebirth/reunion, and honor, all of which are
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established in God’s creative order. This order not only promotes and sustains good and healthy
masculinity but also ensures that women, family, community, and society can thrive and flourish
under its protection.
Throughout the Old and New Testament, God has defined a good and right masculinity
by describing Himself as the “wholly other” and by providing us with the recorded life, honor,
courage, and faith of the patriarchs. Following God’s creative design brings many blessings and
abundance, but when a man follows his own will or yields to things outside of God’s intended
order, he brings upon himself many unintended consequences, including the possibility of eternal
death. Finally, in the incarnation of Jesus Christ, the fullness of Godly masculinity is displayed
throughout the Scriptures. In His masculinity, Jesus fulfills God’s redeeming plan of salvation
for humanity. He authenticates Holy Scripture and they are fulfilled in Him. He alone is the
Creator and Sustainer of the faith of the sons of God and His bride the church. Endowed with
the Fruit of the Spirit and the armor of God as the redeemed sons of God, the baptized are
initiated into the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, and are called to engage in spiritual
warfare while simultaneously providing loving service to their neighbors.
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CHAPTER FOUR: REVIVAL MOVEMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES TOWARD
BOYS AND MEN
There have been many revival movements that attempted to reach and retain men in the
Protestant Christian church in the history of the United States. These movements grew in
popularity for many reasons, but eventually became unsustainable, declining in both popularity
and effectiveness.
Revival Movements of the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries
The primary targets of the Great Awakening revival (1730 – 1755) were young men.
European enlightenment philosophy had landed in the Colonies and placed science and reason as
superior to Christian faith. At the same time, colonial Christianity was perceived as too formal
and less personal with a concurrent perception that it required little or no personal commitment.
Initially, young men found the revival very appealing with its emphasis on individual power over
the suffocating influence of New England puritanism with its burdensome form of legalism.
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In 1733, when the Puritan Jonathan Edwards (d. 1758) began to preach revival in his
congregation in Northampton, west-central Massachusetts, only 30 percent of the worshiping
congregation were men. However, by 1735, only two years later, Edwards witnessed his
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congregation swelling by over 50 percent, with most of the new attendees being male.

While
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Edwards’ staunch Calvinistic theology was aimed at young men, his message somehow found
206

purchase with middle-aged and older men as well.

Edwards’ contemporary, Reverend George

Whitefield (d. 1770), preached revival in Boston and the surrounding region during the Great
Awakening with his conviction that genuine religion “engaged the heart, not just the head.”

207

The “new light” churches that embraced this revival, saw men’s church attendance ratios rise
quickly to an impressive balance of 50:50 in Eastern Massachusetts. Indeed, by 1742, the ratios
of men to women worshiping grew to an astonishing 2.5:1. Those churches that maintained
doctrine over revival, like the colonial Lutheran congregations, were labeled “old light”
churches, and did not see these shifts in their ratios. Historian Cedric Cowing (d. 2018) observed
that while these “old light” churches were doctrinally solid in their teaching and preaching, they
208

did not enjoy the same draw of male converts as did the “new light” churches.

The religious,

political, and social landscape in the Colonies at the time were at a tipping point, and clergy
during the Great Awakening proved to be a catalyst compelling men to take up a just cause
against a “state church”, the Church of England, and by extension, reject the repressive British
government. Revivalist clergy also united the various colonial social classes and religious
audiences and provided much of the language used to support the American Revolution.
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The American Revolutionary War imposed a heavy toll upon the morality of an infant
United States of America despite its victory over British rule. By the 1790s, American
Christianity was faltering, and the country was at risk of failing due to intense internal political
strife and the quasi-war with the French.

210

In 1801, Yale College’s President Timothy Dwight

(d. 1817) believed it was time to initiate a revival centered on the moral life that God expected
from men. He spoke and preached that Christian men should be faithful to their wives and
should refrain from ungodly behavior such as blaspheming the Lord’s name, cursing,
drunkenness, and gambling. Dwight and his followers’ form of pietism set forth a new standard
211

for the American man in a Christian nation.

Charles Finney (d. 1875) took up the chant and constructed a methodology that he called
“new measures,” which combined Scripture with the manipulation of emotions. One of the tools
he employed was the “anxious bench,” which was the precursor to what would become known as
212

the Evangelical altar call.

Finney relied heavily on women to assist his evangelism efforts,

engaging them to help prepare the ground for the upcoming revival. This strategy included
promoting local revivals, visiting, and offering prayer for individuals and families in the
community. The resulting outcomes included a more visible role for women in organized
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Christian activities, elevating the woman’s role beyond that of a follower to that of a
contributor.

213

Subsequently, the “Second Great Awakening,” a series of revivals that swept across the
country from the 1790s and into the 1830s, resulted in even more deconstruction of Christian
orthodoxy. By stressing that individuals could assert their own will in choosing to be saved, this
second storm of revivalism renewed the emphasis on pietism with evangelistic zeal, resulting in
214

minimizing the role of clergy and the sacraments.

This revival served as a catalyst to shift

American away from a coherent Christian culture, causing many individuals and families who
215

identified deeply as religious Christians to lose all sense confessional loyalty.

Thus, while

initially aimed at men’s moral decay and focused on bringing them back into the church, the
Second Great Awakening concluded by only drawing more women to the church,
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while

simultaneously strengthening the antislavery, temperance, and women’s education
217

movements.
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Muscular Christianity
In the late 1800s, American and British pastors and evangelists began supporting a
movement called “muscular Christianity,” citing Jesus’ cleansing of the temple (Mark 11:15-19)
and the naming of the human body as the temple of the Holy Spirit as found in St. Paul’s first
218

letter to the Corinthians (6:19-20) as their scriptural justification.

The prevalence of

stereotypically feminine traits within American Protestant churches which had been influenced
by the Victorian era of the late 1800s encouraged a muscular male Christianity movement as a
219

reaction to an excessive female religious influence.

Believing that the American culture had

grown soft and even infested with the “prominence of intellect,” American influencers such as
Dwight L. Moody (d. 1899) and Theodore Roosevelt (d. 1919) promoted the benefit of the
“strenuous life.” They called on Protestant churches to support this endeavor in order to save
young men and for the good of the country.

220

Stereotypical manly behaviors such as

socializing with other men in bars and taverns generally accompanied by heavy drinking leading
to intoxication and vulgar language were viewed as counter to St. Paul’s encouragement to be
imitators of Christ, and hence were deemed as inappropriate for Christian men (Eph 5:1-14a).
On the other hand, physical activity was considered Godly because it demanded discipline to
connect body and spirit. Participants and advocates of this zealous movement of Christianity
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hoped to improve themselves and their society with the added bonus of increasing male
attendance at church services.

221

Influenced by muscular Christianity, American Protestant churches encouraged boys and
men to embrace a “vigorous, robust, muscular Christianity,” which was barren of Christian
doctrine and creed while attempting to “show the character and maleness of Christ.” This
expression of American Christianity thrived in the Social Gospel Movement of the late
222

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

However, orthodox American Protestant churches

were ill-equipped for the emerging sports movement at the turn of the century. Traditional
Christian doctrine placed less emphasis on the body, let alone focusing on physical recreation.
Adherents to orthodoxy cited the warnings of the Apostle Paul to Timothy that while physical
training has some value, the main focus of the Christian life should be godliness in all things (1
223

Tim 4:8) and the lessons learned from church history.

In contrast evangelical Protestants

plunged headlong into the idea of the body as the temple to encourage churches to take on
physical activity as a means of evangelizing boys and young men within the developing world of
American sports.
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Captain Thomas Sullivan (d. 1859) founded the first American Young Men’s Christian
Association (YMCA) in Boston in 1851. The YMCA, originating in Great Britain, aimed at
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engaging young men (under forty) through sports and then using the Bible to rescue them from
damnation. By 1860, there were about 2,005 associations in the country operating with the goal
of bringing young male Christians together for the promotion of evangelical Christianity while
225

simultaneously promoting athleticism with good sportsmanship.

It would seem that muscular

Christianity inspired men of all walks of life, including clergymen. In fact, pastors would be
226

among the first group of men who would become known as “professional athletes.”

Corresponding to the preachers turned athletes were the athletes that turned preachers, notably
William “Billy” Sunday (d. 1935). Sunday’s fame as a baseball player was used to evangelize
boys and men across the country. His sermons were very physical and animated as he
dramatically stripped off his coat, smashed furniture, and employed sports metaphors.

227

Eventually, it became the norm for growing churches to construct gymnasiums to
evangelize “citified” youth, enhance church growth, and promote healthy living. Supporting
these changes there emerged the doctrine that “salvation lay as much through the body as
through the soul.”
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With the advent of the neo-orthodoxy movement of the 1930s-1950s,

muscular Christianity began to wane. While its influences had vanished in liberal seminaries and
mainline churches, it remained very much alive in Christian fundamentalism. While the
fundamentalist churches initially regarded sports as sinful and vane, by the ’30s, they had fully
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adopted muscular Christianity’s masculine theological rhetoric to counter more liberal
theologians and churches.

229

In March of 1954, Oklahoma basketball coach Don McClanen (d. 2016) founded the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA) when he wrote to nineteen nationally recognized
Christian athletes inviting them to participate in an evangelism effort aimed at boys and young
men through sports. McClanen penned,
For some time, I have had the idea of forming an organization of athletes and coaches in
this hero-worshiping nation of ours. If athletes can endorse shaving cream, razor blades
and cigarettes, surely they can endorse the Lord, too. So my idea is to form an
organization that would project you as Christian men before the youth and athletes of our
230
nation.
Like many other previously organized Christian activities aimed at men, the FCA
ministry ultimately attracted more females than males. As Annie Blakeney-Glazer observes in
her doctoral dissertation, “female Christian athletes would become the dominant population in
sports ministry organizations.”
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The Social Gospel
A religious, social reform movement coined “Social Gospel” became prominent in the
country from about 1870 to 1920. This movement required social reform and individual
salvation as necessities for a flourishing American industrial society and for properly serving
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God. In 1913, the American theologian Walter Rauschenbusch (d. 1918) believed that the
failure to promote the Social Gospel was fundamental to causing American churches to become
overwhelmingly feminine. Rauschenbusch believed that the American Christian church had
curved entirely in upon itself, over-emphasizing individualism and domestication, which he
232

believed to be the way of women.

According to Rauschenbusch, the necessity and urgency of

the Gospel is to bring it to the “outward world” where men are predisposed to operate. Ignoring
233

the social problems of society, “individualistic religion has helped to feminize our churches.”

As a fellow leader of the Social Gospel movement, in 1901 Rev. Josiah Strong (d. 1916) had
admonished American Christians, stating that the church has nothing to offer men and has
234

nothing to entice any sort of a man who has “any manhood in him.”

Strong’s position was that

if the “service” of the church would go beyond corporate worship and engage the world to make
it better for all people, then the pews of churches would be overflowing with devout young men.
Strong wrote,
When the sabbath bell ceases to call men to ‘Divine Service,’ more will answer its
summon to divine worship, and more will recognize in every human need a call to service
235
which is indeed divine.
The Social Gospel movement proved to be fertile soil for the next men-focused
movement, the Men and Religion Forward Movement (M&RFM) revival of 1911 and 1912. The
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M&RFM was an interdenominational, ecumenical revival with the lofty goal of bringing
3,000,000 men to the church.

236

The M&RFM leaders subscribed to the idea that feminine

sentimentality in worship was a deterrent to Christian men’s worship attendance, so much so that
M&RFM leaders strongly discouraged pastors from employing the use of emotional appeals in
worship services. It was believed that what was needed to attract men to the church and to
encourage them to lead moral lives was a rational, masculine, Christian message focused on
237

American men.

The M&RFM organized itself like a large U.S. corporation and developed the

practice of deploying seven member teams throughout the nation as a travelling “teacher
college” to train men in the disciplines of “Bible study, boy’s work, community extension,
evangelism, missions, social service, and inter-church work.”
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The M&RFM charged men to

be “the priest of their family,” responsible for leading their family in worship, and to serve as the
239

primary teacher in catechizing their children, with particular emphasis on their sons.

By the

end of 1912, M&RFM’s impact was not clear. The movement came nowhere near to attracting
the three million men that it was targeting. According to one census, in 1912 fifteen thousand
less people (men and women) joined churches than the previous year. With fairness to the
M&RFM organizers, their goal was to achieve the three million no sooner than 1918.
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Nevertheless, Rauschenbusch proclaimed in 1913 that the M&RFM had done more in Christ's
name for the Social Gospel than any other organization and thanks to the unwavering efforts of
the M&RFM, “social Christianity is orthodox.”

241

The latent impact of the M&RFM was finally realized nearly fifteen years after the
revival. American Protestant churches had exorcised Victorian era femininity and men were
again being drawn to the church. According to Bederman, the 1926 surveys disclosed that the
national average of the number of men attending Protestant churches grew by nearly 6.5 percent
when compared to the two prior decades. In that same period, some denominations gained more
than the national average, such as the Congregational Church, which saw an 11 percent increase.
In the Northern branch of the Presbyterian (U.S.A.) churches, new male membership rose just
over 11 percent. The Episcopal Church experienced the most considerable growth of men by
242

nearly 21 percent in the same twenty-year period.

In the 1920s middle-class Protestant churches adopted deliberate tactics to move
masculine Christianity into the boardroom and the “manly sphere of commerce.” This tactic
inspired author, advertising executive, and politician Bruce Barton (d. 1967) to write his book,
The Man Nobody Knows. In his 1924 best-seller book, Barton depicted Jesus Christ as a man’s
man of the twentieth century. According to Bederman, the influence of the M&RFM and
Barton’s definition of Jesus had an extremely positive effect on American Protestant churches,
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with men celebrating Christianity’s businesslike attitude.
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Deeming women’s church work as

inefficient, men in local churches and at national church levels made many provocative moves
that ultimately incited gender unrest in local churches. One such example is the actions of the
1923 Presbyterian General Assembly. This all-male national policy-making assembly disbanded
all of the Presbyterian women’s boards, mandating their merger under the control of men’s
groups without even consulting any of the national women stakeholders.
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Ultimately the

influence of the M&RFM diminished with little fanfare; however, it must be recognized that the
M&RFM had an impressive effect upon Christian men in the second and third decades of the
twentieth century.
Promise Keepers
Like the M&RFM actions of an earlier time, Promise Keepers (PK) founder, Bill
McCartney, and other leaders examined American society's environment in the last decade of the
twentieth century. PK leaders found that social challenges weighed heavily upon the traditional
245

nuclear family and saw a real necessity for racial reconciliation in American churches.

Using

revivalist techniques comparable to the M&RFM, PK aimed its attention at the husbands and
fathers who were trying to balance their roles in the home while still maintaining their
masculinity.
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deficient in both their God-given responsibility to protect, nurture, and teach their families the
doctrines of Godly faith and in their worshipping practices.

247

Unlike the M&RFM's emphasis

on masculine efficiency, sound business models and methods, PK employed a more therapeutic
approach which was most likely influenced by the popularity of the late twentieth century's
infatuation with wellness and emotional health. While the PK movement attempted to hold
tightly onto conservative Christianity, the movement, like the rest of American evangelical
Christianity, started emphasizing self-actualization in the temporal life through a spiritual
248

relationship with Jesus, while focusing less on salvation and eternal life.

In short, PK followed

a revivalist template just like its revivalist predecessors. PK emphasized that Jesus was the model
masculine man in all facets of a man's life, including self-sacrifice, the ability to express
emotions without shame, and to lead a chaste life free of chemical addictions.
One notable outcome of the movement was that, despite the strong egalitarian social
preferences of American society, wives were willing to yield “symbolic headship” of their
families based on the positive effect the PK movement upon their husbands.
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PK espoused that

men should be active participants in their churches, participating in corporate worship, practicing
the discipline of tithing by giving generously, constantly supporting other church members, and
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especially by providing constant encouragement and support for their pastors.
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believes “that men today are afraid,” also believes that while PK's desire to return men to a more
active participation in the church is admirable, their outreach for men who are already connected
to the feminine through marriage was doomed to failure because he believes that many men,
finding themselves re-immersed into the church’s feminine atmosphere would inevitably cease
participating in worship and eventually depart.

251

The Trouble with Targeting Men
Outside of the specific organized men’s revivalist movements described above, there
have been other evangelical methods and techniques applied to attract men to church. Church
growth expert Bill Hybel inspired mega-churches across the country with his male seekerfriendly methods. However, after Hybel’s Chicago based Willow Creek church completed a
significant self-study in 2007, Hybel announced that his evangelism methods had failed and that
seekers need to be “self-feeders” and that a fundamental change is required on how “we do
church.”
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The brash and yet popular Mark Driscol, who was considered a man’s man type of

preacher, attempted to reach men where they were at with his unorthodox style and message
emphasizing a “tough but tender” Jesus.
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Unfortunately, Driscoll did not appreciate the limits
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of this form of ministry and eventually self-destructed in scandal.

254

Evangelical revivalist

movements aimed at men have a proven track record such that they demonstrate initial success
but ultimately are not sustainable. This instability could be due to men's natural inclination to be
attracted to an atmosphere of crisis, followed by the same men discovering that this crisis
operating mode is not sustainable over a long period of time.

255

Zieroth believes that Evangelical revivalist models of the past and present focus on inner
experiences and emotions, which are ultimately various forms of pietism. However, men’s very
nature is to ignore and suppress their feelings as they serve the church and community. This
inward focus upon feelings, senses, and emotions will ultimately be perceived as feminine and
not masculine. Thus, it awakens men’s natural fear, namely, to be pulled back into the feminine
world and become emasculated. According to Zieroth, historically speaking, revivals have
momentarily increased male participation in church, but those same revivals prove to be
unsustainable, and the church returns to favoring women as males leave the church. He is
convinced that men do not participate in Christianity because of feelings or social pragmatism.
Rather, Zieroth believes that men will embrace and flourish in confessional and orthodox
Christianity, which addresses the things that matter most to men: true masculinity as defined by
the Scriptures and authentic brotherhood in Jesus Christ.
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The example of past and contemporary male-focused evangelism movements that, with
the best intentions, prod men by admonishment, by rebuking and inviting, by advising and
promising and by goal setting, frequently result in the initial positive response of attracting men
to church. However, these same movements have also proven to be unsustainable because of
their continual emphasis on moralism and self-improvement. As Dr. Rod Rosenbladt, former
Professor of Theology at Concordia University Irvine, explains:
If the Ten Commandments were not impossible enough, the preaching of Christian
behavior, of Christian ethics, of Christian living, can drive a Christian into despairing
unbelief. Not happy unbelief. Tragic, despairing, sad unbelief. It is not unlike the
Christian equivalent of ‘Jack Mormons’ – those who finally admit to themselves and
others that they can’t live up to the demands of this non-Christian cult’s laws, and excuse
themselves from the whole shebang. A diet of this stuff from pulpit, from curriculum,
from a Christian reading list, can do a work on a Christian, that is, at least over the long
257
haul ‘faith destroying.
The church’s story to boys and men is far more than chattering about moral living, rules,
and penalties. It must focus on the divine source of all goodness and their salvation. She must
return to her original story, the evangel; she must have her eyes and her story focused upon her
Lord and King, Jesus Christ. She must lead and teach men to fix their eyes upon Jesus Christ
(Heb 12:2). Just as it was relevant seventy-five years ago for C. S. Lewis, so it is for men today:
Christianity leads you on, out of morality, into something beyond. One has a glimpse of a
country where they do not talk of those things, except perhaps as a joke. Every one there
is filled full with what we shall call goodness as a mirror is filled with light. But they do
not call it goodness. They do not call it anything. They are not thinking of it. They are too
busy looking at the source from which it comes.258
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In short, the twenty-first century church’s clarion voice to boys and men must be Christocentric,
not morality-centered, not even good-centered, but Christ-centered. The church must initiate and
train up boys and men to live as sons of God and, through the inerrant Word of God and
sacraments, equip them for spiritual warfare, if she expects them to be engaged or even to draw
259

men to her Christ.

It is only the power of the Gospel that can heal, resurrect, and restore men's

hearts allowing them to follow and imitate Jesus Christ, their Captain, and King (1 Peter 2:21).
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Summary
Since the establishment of the Christian church in the United States of America, boys and
men’s spiritual needs have not been neglected. From colonial times to the present, the desire to
reach and retain males in the Christian faith has been the ongoing concern of many Christian
clergy and churchmen. Historically, the default tactics were to appeal to men’s innate desire to
solve the crisis, to be the hero and ultimately to rescue family and society from moral decay.
This sense of urgency motivates men to attend worship, so that they might be equipped to lead
and advocate for significant positive changes. For additional motivation, unchurched or dechurched men have been told that they are on the Road to Perdition unless there are substantial
moral changes in their lives obtainable through Christian worship.
Regardless of the packaging, past and current efforts to evangelize men are all the same
at their core. The first step is to return to the epiphany that men need the church; in other words,
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to boldly declare that men need Jesus Christ. The second step is to identify and focus on a
specific need that must be addressed to draw men. The third step is to generate a sense of crisis
around this core need and highlight that men are the only solution to addressing the problem.
This third step requires surveying the immediate social landscape, the repurposing of something
that already exists or identifying something that is needed in either secular or non-secular society,
and then building methods around this core need. The fourth step is to manipulate men through
an appeal to their feelings or emotions, supported with a heavy dose of moral legalism. This step
will employ various forms of worship that focus on the individual rather than the traditional
orthodox focus on Jesus Christ and Him crucified and the call for repentance for the forgiveness
of sin. This step must include an ample amount of Scripture, but it cannot be burdened by too
much sound biblical doctrine and is typically non-sacramental. Finally, this last step emphasizes
that men need to take control of their destinies (temporal and eternal) and must choose to have “a
close and personal relationship with Jesus.”
Men’s movements follow the same predictable pattern. Movements will progress, mature,
and dissipate over time. Male-focused movements always cause a brush fire of interest and
demonstrate a measurable participation in the church. However, history has shown that the
impact of these movements is short-lived. There may be a remnant well after the movement’s
apex; however, these movements’ sole purpose of bringing men to Jesus Christ and participation
in the church’s activities will eventually wane. All this is due to the fact that the hearts of fallen
sinful men are too weak to follow the requirements of the Law of God (Rom 7:15).
It is said that insanity is to do the same thing repeatedly and yet expect different results
each time you try. Perhaps this is true, but in evangelizing men, to retain boys and men of all
81

ages, it should not be about programmatic movements demanding that men seek improvement
for God and country. Ultimately these movements have a short positive run and then dissipate
with little fanfare. Rather, what needs to happen is to reform around that which church is called
to do, namely, per Jesus Christ’s mandate, “…that repentance for the forgiveness of sins should
be proclaimed in his name to all [men].” (Luke 24:47).
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CHAPTER FIVE: EQUIPPING THE SONS OF GOD
I believe that by my own reason or strength I cannot believe in Jesus Christ, my Lord, or
come to him. But the Holy Spirit has called me through the Gospel, enlightened me with
his gifts, and sanctified and preserved me in true faith, just as he calls, gathers,
enlightens, and sanctifies the whole Christian church on earth and preserves it in union
with Jesus Christ in the one true faith. In this Christian church he daily and abundantly
forgives all my sins, and the sins of all believers, and on the last day he will raise me and
all the dead and will grant eternal life to me and to all who believe in Christ. This is most
261
certainly true. (SC II 6)
The Third Article
Concerning the retention of boys and men in this heavily secularized environment of
society and church, the confessional and orthodox Christian church must return and reform
around the Third Article of the Apostles’ Creed. Previous men’s revival movements were
grounded in a misunderstanding of the manner in which the Holy Spirit acts upon the sons of
God. Professor at Northwestern Lutheran Seminary, George H. Gerberding (d. 1927), who
witnessed the revival efforts of Evangelist Billy Sunday (d. 1935) and his contemporaries,
rejected modern revivals as the “whole system is an invention of man” and “unscriptural from
beginning to end.”
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In his work titled, The Way of Salvation in The Lutheran Church,

Gerberding lists ten objections to modern revivals, the first and foremost is that revivals treat the
Holy Spirit as a fleeting visitor, whose activities are ethereal and short-lived, requiring
enticement through extraordinary methods in order to return and revive boys’ and men’s
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wayward faith.
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Revivals failed to recognize and in fact ignored the work of the Holy Spirit

through Word and Sacraments and therefore completely lose sight of the means by which Jesus
Christ delivers His redemption and salvation. In short, men’s revival movements in the past were
not in keeping with Holy Scripture and Christian doctrine and relied exclusively on “human
264

means and methods.”

Gerberding provides excellent commentary on the words of Jesus Christ as recording in
the Gospel of St. John as how the church should understand the work of the Spirit. In the
fourteenth chapter, Jesus offers His disciples needed encouragement and comfort as the time of
His crucifixion drew near. Indeed, He promises to send “ἄλλον παράκλητον” (another
helper/comforter) to His disciples (John 14:16). The conjunction, “another” indicates that the
mission of the coming Helper would be similar, if not the same, as Jesus Christ’s own: to guide,
to teach, to comfort, to strengthen, and to defend those whom the Father had entrusted to His
care. In other words, this “another” is to be the only substitute, one who will take the place of
the no longer visible Jesus Christ. This “another helper” is not some temporary or fleeting spirit
that must be drawn out from hiding, but rather He is God, the Holy Spirit, the One who will “be
with you forever” (John 14:16b). In short, this “another helper” uses the means of grace (Eph
5:26) instituted by Jesus Christ Himself to come and operate within the hearts and minds of boys
and men (2 Tim 3:15-16).
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The confessional and orthodox Christian church acknowledges that the will of man is
powerless to cooperate with God. No man, by his own will or strength, can produce a saving
faith or act in any manner that is pleasing to God according to the Law (AC XVIII 1-5).
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Without the work of the Holy Spirit, man cannot love God with his own heart nor serve his
neighbor (Matt 22:37). Furthermore, the Holy Spirit’s work can only be accomplished through
267

and with God’s eternal and external Word (SA III VIII 3).

To overcome the devil, this evil

world and one’s own sinful flesh, the Holy Spirit must employ the specific and distinctive means
of the Divine Service, which consists of the Word attached to the sacraments, the forgiveness of
sins (the Office of the Keys), and sound biblical preaching emphasizing the proper distinction
268

between Law and Gospel (LC II 58).

In order for the church to build up boys into men, while

retaining and equipping them for spiritual warfare, she must elevate the central teaching of the
Gospel, namely, the doctrine of justification through Christ Jesus alone, making it the center of
worship.
First and Foremost – The Doctrine of Justification
It is also taught among us that we cannot obtain forgiveness of sin and righteousness
before God by our own merits, works, or satisfactions, but that we receive forgiveness of
sin and become righteous before God by grace, for Christ’s sake, through faith, when we
believe that Christ suffered for us and that for his sake our sin is forgiven and
righteousness and eternal life are given to us. For God will regard and reckon this faith as
righteousness, as Paul says in Romans 3:21–26 and 4:5(AC IV1-3).269
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In the words of the Apology, this article of justification by faith is “the chief article of the
entire Christian doctrine,” “without which no poor conscience can have any abiding
comfort or rightly understand the riches of the grace of Christ (SD III 6).270
To play off Zahl’s conclusion, to respond to man’s quest for “enoughness,” the church
must draw men back to corporate worship, which will, in turn, draw women and children as well.
The church obviously cannot go back in time and return to a place and time when Christianity
was front and center in men’s lives. She needs to return, or perhaps better said, to reform, once
again around the authentic biblical understanding of justification that Zahl calls a “region of
271

grace.”

Nearly 500 years ago, Martin Luther and the fathers of the Lutheran Confessions
professed that the first and chief article is the doctrine of justification,
Of this article nothing can be yielded or surrendered [nor can anything be granted or
permitted contrary to the same], even though heaven and earth, and whatever will not
272
abide, should sink to ruin (SA II I 5).
Yet today, the very institution to which Jesus Christ assigned the specific and unique
responsibility of the proclamation of justification by grace through faith alone has forsaken her
first love (Rev. 2:4) and has been reaching for anything and everything, other than the doctrine
of justification, to right herself and to bring men back into her fold. If the church placed the
doctrine of justification central in all her activities, just as she practiced before being
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emasculated, the sons of God would be equipped for spiritual battle and desire nothing more than
to gather around Word and sacraments.
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The Office of Word and Sacrament
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge; because you have rejected knowledge, I
reject you from being a priest to me. And since you have forgotten the law of your God, I
also will forget your children. ~Hosea 4:6
In order that we may obtain this faith, the Ministry of Teaching the Gospel and
administering the Sacraments was instituted. For through the Word and Sacraments, as
through instruments, the Holy Ghost is given, who works faith; where and when it
pleases God, in them that hear the Gospel, to wit, that God, not for our own merits, but
for Christ's sake, justifies those who believe that they are received into grace for Christ's
sake. ~The Augsburg Confession, Art. V
Drawing upon earlier Lutheran statements of faith, reformer Phillip Melanchthon
composed the Augsburg Confession to present the Lutheran Confession to Emperor Charles V at
the Diet of Augsburg in 1530. Melanchthon immediately follows the Article of Justification
(Article IV) with the lifting up of the Office of the Ministry in Article V. The Lutheran
confessions emphatically state that it was to ensure the proper teaching of the Gospel and the
faithful administration of Christ’s holy sacraments that the Office of Word and Sacrament was
created, in order to ensure people would obtain the true faith (AC IV 1-2).
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However, the residual and lasting effect of early American revivalism, when coupled
with American pietism, contemporary social justice, clergy’s flagrant abuses, and exacerbated by
expressive individualism, has resulted in discounting the perceived necessity of the Office of
Word and Sacrament. At best, clergy are seen as commentators on life but are really irrelevant
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since they are freed from the burdens of real work and struggles.

Regrettably, there are even

those who claim to speak for the Lutheran Church as ecclesiastical authorities who have instead
added doctrinal uncertainty to the faith. By placating to the zeitgeist, the spirit of the age, they
openly reject biblical truths as clearly detailed in the confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church. These “authoritative” voices publicly dismiss doctrines that have always been central to
Christian theology, such as the inerrancy and infallibility of Holy Scripture,
atonement of Jesus Christ,
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the existence of hell and eternal death,
279

salvation is through no other than Jesus Christ,

278

276

the substitutionary

and the doctrine that

to name just a few. Paul’s warning to Timothy

that people will not put up with sound doctrine but find that which is pleasing to the ear was
exceptionally prophetic, not only in their time but today as well (2 Tim 4:3-4).
History has proven that drawing boys and men to Jesus Christ for life, nurturing biblical
masculinity, equipping them for spiritual warfare, and calling men to their God-given role as
head of the house cannot be accomplished through revival, pietism, legalism, or expressive
individualism. These ongoing failures are exacerbated by repeatedly peddling a superficial
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theology that a man must be a “self-feeder” when it comes to faith or through the erroneous
280

teachings of gospel reductionism.

A competent under-shepherd of Jesus Christ must lead men;

such leadership is only possible when the called pastor commands a thorough understanding of
the proper distinction between Law and Gospel. That is, the called pastor is obligated to declare
the Law’s sharpness, followed closely with the proclamation of the true Gospel of Jesus Christ.
He is to proclaim liberty to the captives of sin via the Office of the Keys, and must remain a
faithful steward of the mysteries of the means of grace.
Inasmuch as the Scriptures make clear that God gives the growth and that He has
promised that His Word will not return to Him empty, any discussion of church growth should
be approached with extreme cautiousness. It is God that eternally accomplishes what He desires
(Is 55:11), and His accomplishments are not necessarily wrought through the temporal methods
and techniques implemented by men. With that principle in mind, in a compelling study David
Haskell, Professor of Religion and Culture at Wilfrid Laurier University, and colleagues
examined the traits of growing mainline Protestant churches in southern Ontario. They found
that churches whose pastors were theologically conservative and exhibited consistent Bible
reading and prayer became the leading factor for the regrettably rare growing mainline Protestant
congregations. While the study did not break the attendees down by gender, the conclusion is
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that clergy “pull” the congregation toward the direction of their own conservative theology.
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In other words, the study found that the pastor is the most significant influence upon the
theological convictions of the average adherent, which of course, includes boys and men.
The Proclamation of Christ and Him Crucified
According to Senkbeil, in his work Engaging Our Culture Faithfully, preaching in
American Christian churches is generally found wanting. The Gospel is not preached, despite
much talking about God’s love. There is little said about the need for the perfect life, passion,
death, glorious resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of sins, life, and
282

salvation.

The stalwart orthodox Lutheran pastor Johann Konrad Wilhelm Löehe (d. 1872) in his
book The Pastor quotes Byzantine archbishop Theophylact of Ohrid (d. 1170), “Doctrine is the
virtue and the character of a bishop.” He further states that the sole purpose of the pastor is to
shepherd and teach with the “main means that God gives the shepherds for this purpose, namely
the divine Word.”
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It is the divine Word which comes from the mouth of faithful pastors as

“sacred teaching and must save the hearts of their congregations.” Löehe also believed that the
Word of God is the only way a pastor can fulfill his office as everything else is attached to it.
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German-American Lutheran minister Carl Ferdinand Wilhelm Walther (d. 1887) regarded sound
biblical preaching as the “most important task” in executing the office of public ministry.

285

Hence, Walther warns that the preacher must go beyond exhorting the listener to believe, but
rather must complete the act by showing how a person can realize a saving faith through
repentance while being particularly careful to simultaneously encourage the serving of one’s
neighbor through Godly works.
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The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod’s President Matthew Harrison shares a powerful
story about Hermann Sasse (d. 1976), who is considered one of the foremost confessional
Lutheran theologians of the twentieth century. Once at a pastors’ conference, the speaker
admonished his fellow pastors, “We need to preach more about the Gospel!” The venerable and
revered Sasse came forward with aged yet determined steps and interrupted the speaker,
declaring, “For more than fifty years, I have never preached about the Gospel. I have only
287

preached the Gospel!”

Sasse’s comment echoes Walther’s uncompromising position that only

the preached Gospel of Jesus Christ takes away all torment, fear, and anxiety of the heart and
fills it with real peace and joy.
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Walther reminds the pastor to be always mindful of the

essential need to preach the Word focused on the specific needs of the hearers for the sake of
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individual and corporate spiritual upbuilding.

289

Walther had a deep conviction that the preached

Word would address the hearer’s heart and conscience; thus, the preacher must ask what is most
needed and how it is to be shared.
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The host of the Lutheran podcast program, “Issues, Etc.”, Todd Wilken invites Christians
to ask three simple questions when evaluating sermons to answer the overarching question, “Did
the preacher preach the Gospel?”
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Wilken’s three questions are:

1. How often is the name of Jesus mentioned?
2. If Jesus is mentioned, is He the subject of the verbs?
3. What are those verbs?
Wilken grants that this three-part diagnostic is not about answering every question to ensure
proper preaching, as some bad sermons are found wanting because they lack a declaration of the
Law or they lack the proper distinction between Law and Gospel. The three questions above
merely aid the listener to determine if he heard the Gospel preached, as Wilken summarizes, “…a
Jesus-less sermon is a Gospel-less sermon.”
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To give examples of the character of Jesus Christ to build up men is not the preaching of
the Gospel. Indeed, the Gospel accounts show Jesus Christ as tender, inspiring, and empowering,
but there must be so much more, as Luther writes,
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…it has been made sufficiently evident, that to preach the works, the life, and the words
of Christ in an historical way, as things that once took place, and to form an external
mode of life from the knowledge thereof, is not enough to make a Christian; as those
preach, who are now considered to be the greatest men… Whereas Christ ought to be
preached to this end—that faith in him may be drawn forth; that he may not only be
Christ, but Christ to me, and to thee; and may work that in us which is spoken of him
under the name of Saviour. And this faith is begotten and preserved by this—by
preaching why Christ came; what he brought with him, and gave; in what way, and to
293
what end, he is to be received.
Divine Worship
“I was glad when they said to me, ‘Let us go to the house of the Lord!’” ~Psalm 122:1a
Concerning worship, Senkbeil asks more than rhetorical questions when he queries,
What would happen if our worship services were not places where people go for a few
helpful hints for living with a few jokes thrown in for good measure, or a spiritual pickme-up, but an audience with the living God [emphasis mine]?What would happen if we
began to take liturgy as more than form and ritual, as enacted reality, holy ground where
we actually come into the presence of God to receive his gifts, then to praise him in word
294
and song, with bodies and souls?
To retain males and reclaim the missing men who once grew up in her sanctuary, the church
must be intentional in preserving her unique calling and character. This unique calling and
character are seen in the liturgical worship of the living God and by deliberately encouraging her
adherents to be “little Christs” to their neighbor as part and parcel of God’s plan to draw all
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Contrary to the contemporary idea that corporate worship services are all about praise
and worship alone, Lutheran theologian and author Marva Dawn startles when she declares that
296

the Divine Worship must kill; worship should not be seen as a safe place.

The preached Word

of God, she explains, must assassinate the self-righteous inward curving old Adam that desires to
live in every man and then must quickly revive him with the balm of the Gospel of Jesus Christ
(SC IV 12).297 The proper distinction between Law and Gospel must be integral to the whole
message that the church brings to every boy and man, keeping in mind that if nothing substantial
is offered, men are fully capable of constructing their own religion, brazenly attaching the name
of “Jesus” to many a false doctrine.
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According to Murrow, men report that they are just plain bored with worship; they find
holy things mundane.
boredom;
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The immediate temptation is to change things up to treat the
301

some call it “jumping the shark,”

which is simply being reactive and addressing

only the symptom of a far deeper malady. Confessional and orthodox congregations must
strongly resist the temptation to adopt the practices of a neighboring Evangelical congregation by
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appropriating their practices as a template for drawing more people to attend worship. Lutheran
apologist and lawyer, Craig Parton, warns that a worship style formed through revivalism,
pietism, legalism, and expressive individualism cannot properly contain confessional and
orthodox Christian doctrines, especially the chief doctrine, the doctrine of justification.
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As in

the past, when clergy and churchmen are tempted to do what is popular in order to draw more
people to worship, church growth will become a false idol, pushing the only Savior of men’s
303

souls, Jesus Christ, to the peripherals of worship and, thus, the Christian’s life.

Men’s boredom with worship will not be resolved by spicing things up in order to hold
their attention nor will such tactics draw greater numbers into the church’s nave. Quite likely this
is simply chasing the wind. The key to this conundrum is to reform around that which is eternal.
Senkbeil affirms Parton’s wisdom and adds that the church needs to resist the attraction of being
irreverent and flippant in order to be seen as authentic or relevant. Instead, the church needs a
304

“deeper sense of the holy.”

In short, the church needs to press hard into the Third Article by

relying faithfully in the Holy Spirit’s work as He “ calls, gathers, enlightens, and sanctifies the
whole Christian church on earth and preserves it in union with Jesus Christ in the one true faith”
(SC II III 6)305
Hymnody
[B]e filled with the Spirit, addressing one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual
songs, singing and making melody to the Lord with your heart, giving thanks always and
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for everything to God the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, submitting to one
another out of reverence for Christ (Eph 5:18-21).
Faithful worship that edifies boys and men is clearly described in the Scriptures and
particularly in the Psalms. The Psalmist meditates upon God's Word and then sings back to God
that which God has first told him through His Word. St. Paul encourages the Thessalonians and
future Christians to hold everything accountable to the Word of God and hold on to what is good
(1 Thes 5:21). Thus, since song is found to be good throughout God’s Word, St. Paul provides
doctrinal support for the use of hymnody in worship (Eph 5:19).
When planning worship, pastors should always keep in mind the ecclesiastical axiom that
goes, Lex Orandi, Lex Credendi, that is, “How you worship is how you believe.” Given its
importance to worship, hymnody must be Christ-focused and not “me-focused.” The selection
of appropriate songs for worship is a great challenge since many hymns which conflict with
confessional and orthodox Christianity tend to sneak into Divine Worship. The pastor’s
challenge is to select traditional liturgical hymnody, or even songs labeled “contemporary,” for
worship that do not promote, implicitly or overtly, synergism or semi-Pelagianism.
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Even with

the assistance of musically trained laity, the pastor cannot neglect to assiduously supervise the
content of the hymns or songs chosen. There is always a great temptation to choose the latest
popular songs from Contemporary Christian Music (CCM) radio or Internet streaming. The first
of three hazards of such a choice is that most of these songs are not in agreement with orthodox
and confessional Christianity. Secondly, they are usually very hard to sing in a corporate setting
as a large body, and finally, the target audience for these songs is generally the thirty-something
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mothers of two children, or lonely women, with little or no thought given to the spiritual needs of
men.
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In Why Men Hate Going to Church, Murrow briefly tracks historical changes in the
church songs used in corporate worship, noting that before the popularity of CCM songs, the
church sang about the Triune God and the merits of Jesus Christ. With the advent of CCM songs,
the church now sings to God rather than about God. As a consequence, songs in most worship
services today have moved away from singing about the God who creates, redeems, leads, and
sanctifies His people, substituting in His place a new god who acts more like a lover or
boyfriend. The choice of words in CCM songs has moved from the head to the heart, often using
words that a heterosexual man would never say let alone sing to another man simply because of
their perceived erotic undertones. Obviously, this inappropriate song wording does not apply to
every CCM song, but the pastor must be very perceptive and selective in song choices as the
Holy Scriptures never describe a man’s love for God in such erotic or emotional terms.
309

“Shallow songs form shallow people”, warns Dawn.
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Hymnody and spiritual songs

should never be dumbed down. Applying Dawn’s principle, these questions need to be asked:
•

Does the choice of songs for worship edify a boy’s or man’s faith?

•

Does the choice challenge the man theologically and cause him to contemplate the
mercy and faithfulness of God through grace in Jesus Christ?
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Dawn notes that the best music for the glory of God should be consistently sought. The church
should enjoy her freedom in Jesus Christ to select appropriate songs, both old and new songs that
build up and edify the faithful while “[reaching] out to the culture surrounding the church with
the church’s best gifts, without dumbing down.”
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Murrow advises that men need familiar

songs, in the proper key, that they can sing; songs that extol God’s power without manipulating
their feelings.
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The Sacraments – Initiation, Conflict and Spiritual Sustenance
Therefore, faith is not a laughable, cold quality that snores and is idle in the heart. No, it
is agitated and harassed by horrible trials concerning the nothingness and the vanity of
the divine promises. For I believe in Christ, whom I do not see. But I have His Baptism,
the Sacrament of the Altar, and consolation through the Word and Absolution. Yet I see
nothing of what He promises. Indeed, I feel the opposite in my flesh. Here, then, one
312
must struggle and do battle against unbelief and doubt. ~ Martin Luther
American Christianity typically views Holy Baptism in one of two ways:
1) Baptism is something the believer does for God because of Jesus Christ or
2) Baptism is something God executes upon the believer in order to create a new son of
God through Jesus Christ.
Whichever view is adopted will determine how one approaches the sacrament of Holy Baptism
and will define how he identifies himself to God. Within the realms of revivalism, pietism,
legalism, and expressive individualism, baptism becomes a work that the believer must do for
God or to express his allegiance to God. As such, it becomes a simple act of obedience. So, if
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baptism is only an act of obedience, then it is no longer a means of grace; rather it becomes just
another instrument of the Law. What is problematic here is that the Law cannot save. Indeed,
such a notion defies the very Word of God, which clearly states that Baptism saves (1 Peter
3:21). In fact, the Scriptures teach that baptism is solely God's work, meaning it is not about the
Law but all about the Gospel (Titus 3:5-6), thus making baptism a means by which God delivers
313

His grace. Said another way, God is the only true actor in Holy Baptism (LC IV 10):

it is He

who brings everyone involved to the font. It is He who inspires trust and faith, through the Holy
Spirit's gift, and it is He who grants eternal life to the baptized through Christ's merits (SC II
314

6).

Podles notes that to be an adopted son of God requires an initiation which entails a “sharp
break”, from the past that includes three distinct features:

315

1) It must be a departure from the previous life of being a child of wrath (Eph 2:3-5).
2) It will include a “liminal” period, a period of suspension between the two worlds, the
“here” and the “not yet” (Heb 2:8-9).
3) It will culminate with the entry into a new life as a son of God (Rom 8:14-17) .
Baptism, the application of God’s Word with water, is the “initiation” for the sons of God
in two ways: one micro and the other macro. In the micro sense, Holy Baptism is an initiation
that delivers a sharp break through the pronouncement of a new status: one becomes adopted into
sonship with God and into His eternal kingdom (John 3:5-6; Rom 8:5). Consequently, whenever
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a man doubts his status before God, he can refer to the fact that he was and is baptized into a new
life through Jesus Christ’s perfect life, death, and resurrection (Rom 6:3 & 4). In the macro
sense, Baptism is the first step of entry into God’s kingdom, resulting in a sharp break from
eternal death to the joy of eternal life.
The sons of God are suspended between two worlds as best expressed in the Latin phrase,
“simul justus et peccator.” This “liminal” period in which a Christian is "simultaneously a saint
and a sinner" is integral to Lutheran theology, especially when it comes to the doctrine of
justification (Rom 7:14-25). Even after the initiation of baptism, the battle remains real, even
though physical eyes can’t see it. As the Christian remains a sinner, even after baptism, there
begins a life long struggle as Luther stated:
…the sooner a person dies after baptism, the sooner is his baptism completed… There is
no help for the sinful nature unless it dies and is destroyed with all its sin. Therefore, the
life of a Christian, from baptism to the grave, is nothing else than the beginning of a
316
blessed death. For at the Last Day God will make him altogether new.
Only the regenerated soul can see with the eyes of faith the absolute need for Jesus Christ
to be his mediator in his spiritual warfare against sin, the evil world and the devil (AP IV 86).
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Therefore, the son of God is suspended in the liminal “here and the not yet” (Heb 2:8-9). The
Gospel proclaims that through the perfect work and merits of Jesus Christ, the son of God is free
from the danger of sin, death, and the devil, but nevertheless must in every way, every day, do
spiritual combat with this unholy trinity (Rom 7:13-25). When the Law accuses, a man’s
conscience or the devil charges that the man is not worthy of the love and mercy of God; it is
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then that man can readily point to the baptismal font and respond to such doubt with these
comforting words, “There is therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus”
(Rom 8:1). As succinctly explained by Luther:
So when the devil throws your sins in your face and declares that you deserve death and
hell, tell him this: “I admit that I deserve death and hell, what of it? For I know One who
suffered and made satisfaction on my behalf. His name is Jesus Christ, Son of God, and
318
where He is there I shall be also!”
Consequently, baptism signifies an ongoing status given to the sons of God. As a result,
the baptized can proudly say that, “I am baptized” rather than “I was baptized.” This ongoing
status as a son of God, with the daily drowning of the old Adam through daily contrition and
repentance, becomes the way of a Christian life (SC IV 12).
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The ancient church saw baptism as a necessary prerequisite for participation in the
Sacrament of the Altar, the Lord’s Supper.

320

So, it is right and salutary that baptism is

identified as the entry point (the initiation) into the true faith, and from this point, with proper
catechesis, the sons of God are sustained through the Sacrament of the Altar. Lutheran
theologian, Susan Wood, connects the Sacrament of the Altar with Holy Baptism, explaining that
the Holy Supper…
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is the culmination of initiation that began in Holy Baptism because it is there that the
communion of believers with one another and with Christ is sacramentally visible in the
321
sacrament of God’s presence with us.
Even in the Lord’s Supper, the Christian continues to be suspended between two
“liminal” worlds, that of the temporal and eternal, and that of physically eating and drinking of
Jesus Christ’s body and blood as he proclaims Christ and Him crucified until His glorious and
triumphant return (1 Cor 11:26). The Christian does not go to the cross to find Jesus Christ; the
son of God is to go to where he has been told to find Him, namely, in/with/under the bread and
wine of the Sacrament of the Altar (SD VII 9-11).
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The Lord’s Supper is all Gospel, and is

necessary for the sons of God to be sustained and strengthened in order to stand in spiritual
warfare. Luther wrote:
The devil is a furious enemy; when he sees that we resist him and attack the old man, and
when he cannot rout us by force, he sneaks and skulks about everywhere, trying all kinds
of tricks, and does not stop until he has finally worn us out so that we either renounce our
faith or yield hand and foot and become indifferent or impatient. For such times, when
our heart feels too sorely pressed, this comfort of the Lord’s Supper is given to bring us
new strength and refreshment (LC V 26-27).323
Finally, at the conclusion of the celebration and reception of the Sacrament of the Altar,
the post-sacramental prayer of the Divine Service points the son of God to his vocation,
We give thanks to You, almighty God, that You have refreshed us through this salutary
gift, and we implore You that of Your mercy You would strengthen us through the same
in faith toward You and in fervent love toward one another; through Jesus Christ, Your
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Son, our Lord, who lives and reigns with You and the Holy Spirit, one God, now and
324
forever.
This prayer of Luther’s indicates that not only is the Holy Supper the means by which the son of
God receives by faith the forgiveness of sins and the promise of everlasting life, through the
body and blood of Jesus Christ, but he is also called by the Gospel to live in fervent love toward
his neighbor. Thus, the calling of the Gospel through the Lord’s Supper strengthens and equips
the son of God in his vocation to sacrifice himself in love for his neighbor, as Jesus Christ loves
him.
Prayer
A son desires to have the ear of his father. A son yearns to be acknowledged by his
father. Due to the relentless demands of the culture and sin, fathers are often not readily available
to know their sons’ joys, pains, and fears. American psychiatrist and author Frank Pittman calls
325

this being “father hungry.”

Jesus Christ teaches his disciples that they have full access to their

Father in heaven, that all sons of God can readily approach their heavenly Father “with the sure
confidence that is firmly anchored in the Father’s command and promise.”
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Luther states that

the sons of God never have to be anxious about the availability of their Father because He has
promised always to be exclusively available:
First, we must have a promise or a pledge from God. We must reflect on this promise and
remind God of it, and in that way be emboldened to pray with confidence. If God had not
324
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enjoined us to pray and if he had not promised fulfilment, no creature would be able to
327
obtain so much as a kernel of grain despite all his petitions.
Additionally, Luther encourages all who would pray, “our Father in heaven,” that,
Here God would encourage us to believe that he is truly our Father and we are truly his
children in order that we may approach him boldly and confidently in prayer, even as
beloved children approach their dear father (SC III 2).328
Like a boy who longs for the affirmation and love from his earthly father, each of the
sons of God should cling tightly in faith to the words of his heavenly Father, with unwavering
confidence that the Creator of heaven and earth knows each of his cares, concerns, needs, joys,
and fears. Through the waters of Baptism, God is not a manifestation of the imagination to
simply feel like an earthly father, but He is in fact “our Father.”

329

German Protestant theologian, Helmut Thielicke, preached, “Take Bethlehem and
Golgotha out of the world and the cry of God will be silenced, and praying becomes
meaningless.”

330

We know the Father’s heart as we have seen it in Jesus Christ (John 14:9). He

yearns for His sons to come to Him, even addressing Him with the term of endearment, Αββα
(Gal 4:6) just as His only begotten Son addressed Him (Mark 14:36).
Senkbeil grants that while prayer is an indispensable part of the lives of the sons of God,
prayer does not come easy. It requires discipline. It requires being intentional to find a quiet
place to meditate upon the Word of God and raise up holy petitions. Senkbeil advises,
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Because our world is filled with constant stimuli, it is important to find a quiet spot for
meditation—the church’s sanctuary, a room in our own house, a quiet path perhaps, or
even driving our cars. To be quiet is the first step, then to listen—to listen not to the wild,
racing feelings of our own hearts, but to the sure and certain promises of God’s word. So,
like children, Luther reminds us, we begin by reciting the Creed or the Lord’s Prayer, a
psalm, or some text of Scripture. It’s important that we speak out loud so that the ear can
hear and the heart believe an objective word that cuts through the stream of conflicting
331
thoughts that flow through our harried hearts and minds.
The Armor of God and Spiritual Warfare
Stand up, stand up for Jesus, stand in his strength alone;
the arm of flesh will fail you, ye dare not trust your own.
Put on the gospel armor, each piece put on with prayer;
where duty calls or danger, be never wanting there.
~ Stanza 3 of the hymn, “Stand Up, Stand Up for Jesus”, George Duffield Jr., 1858

St. Paul warns that the way of the son of God as he follows Jesus Christ is a way of high
risk and danger, including affliction, persecution, and constant attack (2 Cor 4: 8-9). This
constant struggle generates specific questions:
•

How is it that the son of God can be expected to withstand such incredible pressures
and not be overcome?

•

How can he possibly stand up against everything the devil, the wicked and evil world,
and even his own sinful flesh throw against him and expect victory?

The answer does not lie in the might, the will, or in a man’s character, as all are flawed
by God’s standards and will fail. A son of God can only hold the field of spiritual battle equipped
with the whole armor of God (Eph 6:10-20).
Nevertheless, the threat is dreadfully underestimated, even among American Christians.
According to Barna, 45 percent of American Christians believe the Bible is not accurate, and 59
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percent of American Christians somewhat to strongly agree that Satan is not a real supernatural
being but merely an anthropomorphic explanation of evil in the human experience.

332

Walther

dedicates precious space in his work, American – Lutheran Pastoral Theology, concerning the
devil's demonic activities with his fallen angels. In fact, Walther gives specific guidance when
visiting the possessed, and like Luther, he puts no stock in fetishes and such but rather places his
faith in prayer, the Lord's Prayer, and the Apostles’ Creed.

333

Lutheran missionary and pastor,

Robert Bennett agrees with Luther's approach to spiritual warfare. Bennett notes that Luther was
adamant that the Divine Service with God's Word and sacraments, accompanied by prayer, is the
334

ideal fortress from which to defend against the devil’s attacks.

Disclosed through the Holy Scriptures, Satan’s battle plan includes the obliteration of the
sons of God (Rom 8:22; Gal 5:17; Eph 6:11 & 12; 1 Peter 5:8). With his legion of fallen angels
(Matt 25:4), he is at war with Jesus Christ and His Gospel. Those who have been baptized into
Jesus Christ are now targets of his demonic assault. The devil attempts to usurp God's Law by
formulating a devastating case against God's adopted sons in order to persuade the sons of God
to become dejected and defeated by the knowledge that they are in utter disobedience. Indeed,
the devil weaponizes God’s own words by leveling the charge that there is no possible salvation
for lawbreakers. The devil's strategic objective is to replace the joyous and sweet exchange of the
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cross with the deep dark despair of eternal damnation.

335

Satan would have the sons of God to

either follow the despairing advice of Job's wife, “Curse God and die.” (Job 2:9), or he would
confound the sons of God into misplacing their trust in their own self-righteousness; that is, in
their own goodness and obedience. To do this he attempts to train them that to obey God's Law is
simple child’s play (Mark 10:20) and so long as one does better than a lesser sinner, there is no
need for repentance (Luke 18:9-14). To resist the devil’s plan, God, the master of all
logisticians, has equipped his sons with the highest quality of armor in His eternal inventory
(Eph 6:13-18a):
•

The helmet of salvation: Acts 4:12; Rom 1:16; 2 Tim 3:14-15.

•

The breastplate of righteousness: Rom 5:6-8, 18; 2 Tim 3:16; Titus 3:4-5.

•

The belt of truth: John 8:32; John 14:6; Eph 4:15; 1 John 1:8.

•

The shoes of the gospel of peace: Eph 6:15.

•

The shield of faith: Eph 6:16.

•

The sword of the spirit: Matt 4:1-10; Heb 4:12.

After an earlier age of intense martyrdom and with the legalization of Christianity, the
medieval church stressed that to battle sin is to be a “soldier of Christ.” It was taught that the real
authentic warfare was not found in everyday life and vocation but rather was found within the
fortress of monastic life. Celibacy was designated a primary battlefield, invoking drastic means
336

to quell concupiscence with actions incited by strict monastic vows.
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of contemporary Evangelical references encouraging the Christian to make the armor of God into
337

offensive weaponry.

However, a closer examination of Ephesians 6:13-18a reveals that this

armor is more suited for a particular type of warfare. The nature of this battle requires that the
armor and related tactics be defensive in nature and should not to be taken on to the offensive
battlefield, for offensive battle with Satan is reserved for Jesus Christ alone. If the sons of God
were to be deployed to directly attack evil, they would quickly lose heart and be rapidly defeated
338

by their own sinful and tainted nature.

Spiritual warfare isn’t about wielding spiritual weapons

and aggressively driving out the enemy in order to gain ground. Rather it is about holding the
line and deflecting or absorbing the attacks of the enemy just as St. Paul encourages, “So then,
brothers, stand firm and hold to the traditions that you were taught by us, either by our spoken
word or by our letter” (2 Thes 2:15).
The whole armor of God is issued from God’s armory to every one of the sons of God
upon baptism, which of course, begs the question, how often do we think about the baby being
equipped with armor? Baptism places the regenerated son of God in Jesus Christ, and therefore
into His holy armor. Thus, even in the ever-present spiritual warfare of this fallen world, the sons
of God are protected from the fiercest assaults. The armor of God permits the sons of God to
stand, resist, and endure all the attacks of the enemy, flaming darts and all. Spiritual warfare is
about assuming a robust defensive posture in Jesus Christ alone. Indeed, Jesus Christ has seen to
it that the sons of God are nurtured and He continues to well equip them for the fight. Through
337
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the Divine Service, the church serves not only as the armory of God for equipping the sons of
God, and it also serves as a field hospital ready to tend to the wounds of the battle weary and
inspire those whose courage has faltered. For the offense we have the very real power of God’s
proclaimed Word, a power that cannot be found anywhere else. Jesus Christ defends and sustains
His church with His body and blood and with His words of forgiveness issuing forth from His
under-shepherds’ lips. He then teaches the sons of God how to pray (Matt 6: 7-13; Luke 11:1-4),
and answers every petition with an emphatic “Yes, yes, it shall be so!”(SC VI III 21).
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In this

way, Jesus Christ goes on the offense by safely delivering His sons of God from the temporal
and spiritual battlefield of evil (SC VI III 18-20).
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Summary
The historic, confessional, and orthodox Lutheran theology is more urgently needed at
this moment than at any other moment in the church’s history. The church must return to her first
love, the Gospel of Jesus Christ, in order to stem the tide of male attrition. Through intentional
efforts the church must seek to raise boys into men in the fear and love of the Lord. Further, it
must train males to live out their holy vocations as boys, man, husband, father and wiseman even
as they worship their Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. Past tactical attempts to target boys and
evangelize men have ultimately resorted to the same old methods of revivalism, legalism, and
pietism, while even appealing to the flawed concepts of rationalism and expressive individualism
of men. The historic, confessional, and orthodox Lutheran Church must intentionally pursue a
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strategic reformational movement, continually emphasizing the church’s chief doctrines, most
especially the foundational doctrine of justification. The eternal relevance and importance of
extending God’s kingdom, proclaiming the Gospel and the Lord Jesus Christ must be made
abundantly clear as the central mission for the boys and men of the American church.
The historic, confessional, and orthodox Lutheran doctrines and practices must equip the
son of God for spiritual warfare with particular focus upon the efficacy and importance of the
vital role played by the confessional Office of Word and Sacrament; that is, the man who goes
by the title of “Pastor.” Indeed, the Lutheran confession subscribes to the belief that such men
are called by Jesus Christ to “Pay careful attention to yourselves and to all the flock, in which the
Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to care for the church of God, which He obtained with his
own blood” (Acts 20:28). For “This is how one should regard us, as servants of Christ and
stewards of the mysteries of God. Moreover, it is required of stewards that they be found
faithful” (1 Cor 4:1-2). In short, this office’s primary purpose is none other than the proclamation
of Christ and Him crucified (1 Cor 1:23). There is no license to deviate from Scripture by
addition or subtraction or by doing anything else. Those who presume to occupy this office yet
fail to preach the lifesaving Gospel are practicing not only a lack of spiritual leadership but gross
incompetence as well, all at the expense of boys and men’s eternal souls. One is reminded of the
modern proverb that the worst an incompetent medical doctor can do is kill his patient. By way
of contrast, it must be noted that the worst an incompetent pastor can do by impeding someone’s
faith is to lead him into unbelief or even eternal damnation.
Further, it needs to be clearly noted that Christ Jesus is not powerless, nor is He unaware
of these hazards. The gift of the Divine Service acts not only as a primary weapon in wars of the
110

spirit but it also serves as a defensive shield for the protection of sons of God from the potential
incompetence of all pastors who, like those in the pews, are also beggars.
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The Divine Service

also ensures that the Word of God and the means of grace are accurately and faithfully delivered
to the sons of God by the way of reading, preaching and singing of God’s Eternal Word. The
Divine Service is none other than the sons of God hearing what God has done for them through
the perfect life and works of Jesus Christ, while they, in turn, speak, sing and pray, repeating
back what their God has done for them. When practiced with doctrinal integrity, the Divine
Service kills self-righteousness while the Law convicts through accusation and then spiritually
resurrects the sons of God with the proclamation of the Gospel. This all results in the sons of
God being properly fed, nourished, and equipped with the full armor of God.
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CHAPTER SIX: VOCATION - LIVING IN THE BATTLEFIELD
The Vocations of Boyhood, Manhood, Husband, Fatherhood and Wiseman
You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all
your mind. This is the great and first commandment. And a second is like it: You shall
love your neighbor as yourself. On these two commandments depend all the Law and the
Prophets (Matt 22:37-40).
One of the most influential Swedish theologians of the twentieth century, Gustaf
Wingren, in his work Luther on Vocation, remarked concerning Luther’s theology of vocation,
that first and foremost, vocation is the proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, through which
one is called to be a son of God.

342

Through Christian freedom, “faith and relation to God attain

real significance for vocation, and vocation is shaped solely according to the need of others.”

343

In other words, vocation is only in reference to the work of a son of God as he loves his
344

neighbor.

According to Wingren, Luther’s interpretation of 1 Corinthians 7:20, which reads,

“Each one should remain in the condition in which he was called,” is the baseline scriptural
foundation for the doctrine of vocation for the son of God. That is, every vocation has its setting
in a particular place and deals with specific people in a definite time.
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Hein posits that

vocation addresses specific questions as the son of God lives out his life of faith in love, service,
346

and sacrifice to his neighbor,
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1) What is his duty to the community of family, to the community of saints and of the
greater community?
2) Whom must he have confidence in to serve?
3) Who is his neighbor that he must serve?
4) What are those specific tasks and responsibilities he is obligated to fulfill?
God created male and female to exist in the network of relationships that Luther called
the “three estates”, namely ecclesiastical (church), civil (public and government), and familial
(marriage, family, and home).

347

God instituted the three estates and sanctified them by His

Word, for the good of His creation, to curb sin and to permit His people to live in peace and
concord (1Tim 2:2). God works within these three estates through human means.

348

The sons of

God love and serve God and neighbor in their vocations within these three estates. By outward
appearance, these estates may appear quite ordinary and mundane

349

, inasmuch as they do not

require being cloistered off from the rest of humanity in monastic fortresses to be seen as Godpleasing acts. According to Luther,
What then does Christian faith say to this? It opens its eyes, looks upon all these
insignificant, distasteful, and despised duties in the Spirit, and is aware that they are all
adorned with divine approval as with the costliest gold and jewels. It says, O God,
because I am certain that thou hast created me as a man and hast from my body begotten
this child, I also know for a certainty that it meets with thy perfect pleasure. I confess to
thee that I am not worthy to rock the little babe or wash its diapers, or to be entrusted
with the care of the child and its mother. How is it that I, without any merit, have come to
this distinction of being certain that I am serving thy creature and thy most precious will?
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O how gladly will I do so, though the duties should be even more insignificant and
despised. Neither frost nor heat, neither drudgery nor labor, will distress or dissuade me,
for I am certain that it is thus pleasing in thy sight… God, with all his angels and
creatures is smiling—not because the father is washing diapers, but because he is doing
350
so in Christian faith.
Indeed, Luther advises that these estates are sufficient to live out the Christian life in Jesus
Christ,
These are the three hierarchies ordained by God, and we need no more; indeed, we have
enough and more than enough to do in living aright and resisting the devil in these
351
three.
Because these estates are the battlefronts in which the devil seeks to divide, these
seemingly ordinary stations become the locus of “extraordinary duties of a higher calling” for the
352

sons of God.

In other words, these vocational estates of church, civil society and family are the

fields of spiritual warfare in which the sons of God must fight. The devil’s chief tactic is to
cause division within the three estates by dividing the sons of God from each other, by dividing
the sons of God from God’s eternal Word, and by dividing the sons of God from God. Ministry,
family, and American life afford many opportunities for the father of all lies to fragment lives,
relationships and faith. It is a target-rich environment for the enemy. Our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ, in His high priestly prayer, would have us be in this world and not of it (John 17:15 – 16).
He would have His followers live on the battlefield, in their various stations in life, to let their
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“light shine” so that others would witness their acts of mercy, kindness, responsibility, bravery,
courage, and love, thus glorifying the source of these virtues, God the Father (Matt 5:16).
The Vocation of Boyhood
Now they were bringing even infants to him that he might touch them. And when the
disciples saw it, they rebuked them. But Jesus called them to him, saying, “Let the
children come to me, and do not hinder them, for to such belongs the kingdom of God.
Truly, I say to you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God like a child shall not
enter it (Luke 18:15-17).
Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right. ‘Honor your father and mother’
(this is the first commandment with a promise) that it may go well with you and that you
may live long in the land (Eph 6:1-3).
The development of the male child is complex, and while the goal is masculinity, it is not
a destination that comes with an estimated time of arrival. Luther and theologians of vocation
agree that to be a child is a vocation in and of itself, with Luther even calling the relationship
between child and parents vocational.

353

Jesus Christ sanctified and blessed childhood with his
354

own childhood as he was “conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the virgin Mary,” (LC II 31)
born under the Law (Gal 4:4), and lived a child’s life, submitting to his earthly parents to the

glory of His heavenly Father (Luke 2:41). The vocation of a child is to receive. He receives his
parents as he does not choose them. He receives food, shelter, clothes, and all that is needed to
support his physical body and life from his parents as God the Father provides (SC II 2).
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The

same is true with God the Father. God chooses him and brings him spiritually into His kingdom
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through the waters of Holy Baptism. As he receives the grace of God through Christ Jesus, this
baptized child receives a new identity, which is reserved only for the baptized, namely, a son of
God (Gal 4:5-7).

356

The vocation of boyhood is to discover God’s creation, learn to serve in the family, and
357

to be catechized in the living Word.

This vocation is not static but matures, and while he

continues to receive, his immediate relationships expand his vocation. One endeavor within the
boy’s vocation, that his father may not appreciate but God in His fatherly wisdom permits, is that
the son will bring to ruin his father’s idols. By virtue of being a normal and active child, the son
will scratch the new car, break an expensive window, lose a precious tool, drop the costly laptop,
358

or cause the father to place his career second to his son’s needs.

The boy needs to be taught

that to honor his parents is his most noble and heroic act, a more excellent work than the most
pious acts of cloistered monks in their fortresses.

359

Recognizing the gifts of parents is a God-

pleasing thing. As the boy is taught to obey his parents, he also learns the discipline of self360

sacrifice for, first and foremost, his parents and siblings, and then for his neighbors.

In the

ideal situation, the boy begins to identify with his father and observes the masculine vocations of
manhood and fatherhood. This includes how his father loves his mother as her husband and how
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361

his father’s connectedness and servitude toward others is enacted in this physical world.

Thus

he is implicitly taught, by observing his father acting Christlike, just how to nurture and minister
to his future wife and family, should it be God’s will.

362

The Role of Catechesis in Boyhood
Beginning with spiritual milk, the son of God grows in the Christian faith and must
mature in the faith to receive solid spiritual food (Heb 5:12 -14). Early on, this little son of God
needs to learn to be in his Father’s house. While the participation in worship may seem futile
and the temptation is for the father to seek visible results from his child as outward evidence that
worship is time well spent, the father needs to be reminded that his child absorbs God’s Word as
363

sure as the Holy Spirit works upon his own heart and mind as an adult.

God’s Word tells us

that the gift of faith comes by hearing the inerrant and infallible Word of God, even to squirming
children. (Rom 10:17).
Catechesis is much more comprehensive than formal classroom instruction of the
doctrines of the church with the pastor. Catechesis involves the actual doing of things that the
young Christian boy will continue to do for the rest of his life: attending Divine Service and
reading God’s Word, listening to preaching and receiving the Lord’s Supper, confessing his sin
and receiving Holy Absolution, praying and publicly confessing his faith, forgiving as he has
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been forgiven, and learning how to live and fight the good fight as a son of God.

364

All these

attributes are needful and useful in the boy’s future vocations as man, husband, father, and
365

fellow worker in the kingdom of God.

The Vocation of Manhood
My son, do not forget my teaching, but let your heart keep my commandments, for length
of days and years of life and peace they will add to you… Trust in the Lord with all your
heart, and do not lean on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him,
and he will make straight your paths. Be not wise in your own eyes; fear the Lord, and
turn away from evil… Honor the Lord with your wealth and with the first-fruits of all
your produce… My son, do not despise the Lord's discipline or be weary of his reproof
for the Lord reproves him whom he loves, as a father the son in whom he delights. Let
not steadfast love and faithfulness forsake you; bind them around your neck; write them
on the tablet of your heart. So you will find favor and good success in the sight of God
and man (Prov 3: 1-2, 5-7, 9, 11-12, 3-4).
“When I was a child, I spoke like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child.
When I became a man, I gave up childish ways” (1 Cor 13:11).
The young man has worlds to conquer, problems to solve and treasures to discover. But
more than anything, he longs to be recognized as a man, something that cannot be done by
366

women, as only other men can do it.

This needs for establishing and proving masculinity starts

early in a young man’s life. If he has not learned the basics of masculinity from his father, he
must resort to other methods, which include the painful repressing of his identification with his
367

mother and all things feminine.
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young man’s need to learn to be of service to his neighbor. That is, he must learn to use this
period to serve beyond his family by going out into the immediate community or even out into
the greater world through church sponsored youth missions. While he is free to seek out
education to better prepare him for vocations within the three estates, he must not see himself
exempted from seeking out opportunities to love his neighbor. It is for this reason that young
men should be constantly reminded that in their vocation as students they are also called to a
“life of the mind to be of service.”

368

The young man, upon the realization that he has attained

salvation by grace through faith in Jesus Christ alone, becomes aware that he has but one
purpose in life: which is to, out of gratitude, live a life in faith by loving and serving his
neighbors in Jesus Christ to the glory of God.
The young man yearns for validation of his masculinity by older males, father,
grandfathers, and men of the church.

369

For this reason the vocation of the young male must

include fellowship with other males, especially experienced Christian males. These men can
offer both spiritual and worldly wisdom garnered from their own struggles and experiences in
life. Such Christian men are more than willing to pass on their skills and wisdom to benefit the
younger man’s growth.
St. Paul elevates the vocation of the unmarried man (1 Cor 7:7-8). He commissions single
men to be “anxious about the things of the Lord” (1 Cor 7:32) and that existence as an unmarried
man is not a shameful or lesser vocation. Despite this scriptural support, the rarest species seen
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in church worship is the single male. Even the focused targeting of men by Promise Keepers
370

overlooked and left behind the unmarried men.
371

leaving “the jocks behind,”

As unacceptable as Lummis’ conclusion is for

the church appears to have implicitly accepted this thesis by
372

consistently failing unmarried men.

Is it that the church does not know what to do with them?

It is submitted that single men must be challenged and provided opportunities to grow in
faith during this precarious season in their lives, for the fact remains that single men are leaving
the church without looking back. While this vocation of the unmarried male is stereotypically
assigned to young males, there is also a host of more mature bachelors. Many are unmarried
through the travesty of divorce or the heartbreak of the death of a wife. Like others, the
unmarried male has been endowed with various gifts from God to share with his neighbors and
needs to hear the sweet good news of the Gospel. While the church dares not treat these men as
children, neither should it abandon them to fight the battles of faith and life alone. Rather, the
church must persistently and lovingly point these men to Jesus Christ, while continually
reminding them that they are not lesser men for lack of wife, but are in fact, valued and loved
373

sons of God.
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The Need for Initiation
There is no shortage of anecdotal evidence from many a Lutheran pastor about teenage
boys fading away after Confirmation Sunday. Perhaps to stem the tide, the church should
consider the intentional creation of a rite of initiation for these young men. Men’s movement
pioneer, Gordon Dalbey in his work “Recovering the Rites of Male Passage” in the book The
Faith Factor in Fatherhood, posits that, due to the many changes in the traditional family
374

relationships, including the high frequency of serial polygamy

in American culture, young

men are not afforded the opportunity to enjoy the fellowship of older men.

375

Dalbey goes on to

give a rather detailed, provocative, and impressive prescription for providing a meaningful
initiation rite for boys to become men within the Christian context. He cautions, however, that
“the men of the church must of course be convinced it’s necessary. In order to do so, the men
need to face their own need to be affirmed by other men.”

376

The Holy Scriptures do not prohibit nor do they mandate an initiation rite for boys into
manhood. Thus, there is nothing that prohibits the exploration or use of such a ritual within the
realm of Christian freedom. However, as much as the Lutheran rite of confirmation has been
counter productively usurped as a form of graduation from Christian education, there is a very
real potential danger for the abuse of such young men’s initiation rites. The danger is that these
rites morph into just another act of spiritually proscribed self-righteousness or self-justification,
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which Scriptures clearly warn against. By default, the church has allowed other institutions, like
the scouts or the military, to initiate boys into manhood in ways that do not include salvation
through Jesus Christ alone. This is nothing new (Ecc 1:9). God is not caught off-guard, nor is He
surprised. His Spirit works where and when He pleases, and through whom He pleases;
nevertheless, He has not relieved the church of her responsibility to build up these sons of God.
The Vocation of the Husband
“Therefore, a man shall leave his father and his mother and hold fast to his wife, and they
shall become one flesh” (Gen 2:24).
Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her, that
he might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of water with the word, so that
he might present the church to himself in splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such
thing, that she might be holy and without blemish. In the same way husbands should love
their wives as their own bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself. For no one ever
hated his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it, just as Christ does the church, because
we are members of his body. “Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold
fast to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.” This mystery is profound, and I am
saying that it refers to Christ and the church. However, let each one of you love his wife
as himself, and let the wife see that she respects her husband (Eph 5:25-33).
While all the vocations of manhood call men to be “little Christs” to their neighbors, 377
it is in the vocation of husband that men have been specifically and clearly tasked with this vital
responsibility (Eph. 5:25-32). Despite modern views of sexual equality, the Scriptures clearly
teach that the husband has headship over his wife, but they also teach that this headship becomes
a vocation laden with a heavy burden of self-sacrifice. Jesus teaches through His words and
actions that authority is not just the manifestation of power or bending the will of others, but
rather authority is to be exercised in love and service, finding its apex as expressed in sacrifice.
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To be Christ-like

378

and to live out his vocation as a husband, the man is required to empty

himself and, by taking on the form of a servant to his wife (Phil 2:7), he must be quick to forgive
and quicker to seek forgiveness all the while flourishing with his wife in the grace of Jesus
Christ.

379

The husband is also charged to be mindful of and to attend to his wife's spiritual

battles, meaning he must be vigilant to minister to her by encouraging her to direct her eyes to
her Redeemer, Jesus Christ. Specifically, he is tasked to encourage her to participate in the
Divine Service, ensuring that she is sustained through Jesus Christ's sacraments, and as husband
he must both pray with her and for her.

380

Clearly the vocation of husband includes headship; but it must be noted that a survey of
Scripture unambiguously reveals headship is not some form of superiority or lordship over his
wife but rather is a sacred duty (Gen 3:16b; Eph 5:22-33; Col 3:18; 1 Peter 3:1). Just as the head
must be joined to the body for life, so the husband and wife need to live, work, worship, rest, and
381

abide together. This is a must for them to be in complete union.

As Jesus Christ lives out His

headship to redeem and defend His church, the husband is called to both spiritually and
physically protect his wife and marriage. Without patronizing her, he is to build up his wife. He
is to love and defend his wife just as he loves and defends himself. This imperative includes the
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way he acts towards her and how he speaks with sensitivity and affection about her whilst
382

outside the sanctity of their home.

Also impacting the vocation of husband is the delaying of marriage. In the first half of the 1970s,
in the ages between twenty and forty-five, nearly 75 percent of the American population of this
age group were married. Two decades into the twenty-first century, the number married in this
same age group has decreased below 50 percent. Cohabitation is accepted as the norm and not
383

the exception, thus bringing other undesirable consequences.

Indeed, the era of expressive

individualism has taken a severe toll on the young man, his faith and his potential vocation as
husband.
Finally, despite being ordained by God, many Christian marriages sadly end in divorce.
While most Christian churches in the U.S. have less than the national percentage of divorced
people (13 percent), divorce, justified for any reason, is still an issue within the church.
Additionally, all denominations of Christianity in the country have adherents who admit to
cohabitation, including the typically identified conservative and fundamental denominations.
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Statistics show that even in confessional and orthodox Lutheran churches, the need to minister to
385

men concerning these issues is obvious.
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This decline in Christian participation in the vocation
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of husband is a clear threat to living out one’s life as a son of God. This project's scope will not
cover this in detail, but clearly, the church needs to be intentional in ministering to all concerning
the difficult topics of divorce and cohabitation.
The Vocation of Fatherhood
“Train up a child in the way he should go; even when he is old, he will not depart from
it” (Prov 22:6).
“Fathers, do not provoke your children to anger, but bring them up in the discipline and
instruction of the Lord” (Eph 6:4).
Now you tell me, when a father goes ahead and washes diapers or performs some other
mean task for his child, and someone ridicules him as an effeminate fool—though that
father is acting in the spirit just described and in Christian faith—my dear fellow you tell
me, which of the two is most keenly ridiculing the other? God, with all his angels and
creatures, is smiling—not because that father is washing diapers, but because he is doing
so in Christian faith. Those who sneer at him and see only the task but not the faith are
ridiculing God with all his creatures, as the biggest fool on earth. Indeed, they are only
386
ridiculing themselves; with all their cleverness they are nothing but devil’s fools.
~ Martin Luther
A man who has a child immediately finds that his identity has been changed; he is now
called a father, a new vocation which is rooted in the Holy Trinity and the First Article of the
Apostles’ Creed. By the fatherhood of God, earthly fathers bear the name of the first person of
the Trinity. The vocation of father is an office that takes its form and function, responsibilities
and obligations from God the Father, who is the Creator and Father of all.

387

Ideally, the

vocation of husband prepares a man for the vocation of fatherhood. After entering into a
covenantal relationship with his wife, that is after sacred vows, they become one flesh in
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accordance with Scripture. His vocation as the husband is to provide physical, emotional, and
spiritual security. His role as the head is now extended in a similar and yet very different
relationship with his child. While he is not of one flesh with his child, nevertheless, the child is
of his flesh. Not only is he charged by virtue of his office as a husband to make sacrifices, now
that sacrificial responsibility is extended into his new vocation of fatherhood due to the
388

conception and arrival of his firstborn.

As life begins at conception (Psalm 139) and all children are conceived in sin (Ps 51:5),
the vocation of fatherhood also includes the responsibility of being the disciplinarian, the one
who uses the Law to point out sin in order to curb sinful behavior, just as God the Father
disciplines His own in love (Heb 12:4-11). Fathers are addressed explicitly in St. Paul's epistle
to the Ephesians, exhorting them to properly discipline their children, but doing so with restraint
as not to embitter them. Just as God the Father works through His Law and Gospel, earthly
fathers are reminded that the Gospel of grace and the doctrine of justification are part and parcel
of how they must exercise both their vocation of fatherhood, and the manner in which they
389

discipline their children.

While God places an enormous responsibility on fathers, in reality the duties are
straightforward and ordinary. If a father desires that his children be happy, prosperous, and
Christian adults, Lutheran theologian Gene Vieth and his daughter, Deaconess Mary
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Moerbe, recommend the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

390

Be married to their mother.
Do not divorce her.
Do not abandon your children (including placing career before them).
Be involved in your children's lives.
Take them to church!

The first pious act of fatherhood is to, as quickly as possible, bring the child and mother
to the baptismal font, to initiate the child as a son of God. The father’s follow-on duties include
the proper instruction of the child in the faith while exercising fatherly headship by example.
This pressing need is substantiated in Chapter One, Illustration Three, which finds the critical
importance of the fathers’ worship practice upon their children.

391

Pastors need to guide and teach fathers that their children, both sons and daughters, have
entered into a supernatural battle with the father of all lies. Having been marked by the cross, the
children have been publicly declared the sworn enemy of the devil. These new sons of God now
shine (1 Thes 5:5) before the darkened dead eyes of the demonic hosts, who immediately begin
to scheme, striving, even before the baptismal party returns to their seats after the Sacrament of
Baptism, to tear the new son of God away from Jesus Christ.
Just as the husband is concerned about his wife's spiritual battles, so the father must be
concerned about the spiritual warfare of his child. No true father would willfully throw his child
into a raging torrent, yelling, "You gotta figure out how to swim for yourself!" Why then would
a Christian father not defend and not be an intimate part of the spiritual training of his child,
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preparing the child for battle against the evil one, the devil who desires nothing less than his
child's eternal damnation? The only sure defense is for the father to put the Word of God in his
child's hand, bring him to worship, and do his utmost to provide a good example of godly
392

masculinity whilst living in the grace of God.

The Vocation of Wiseman
“Grandchildren are the crown of the aged, and the glory of children is their fathers” (Prov
17:6).
“Older men are to be sober-minded, dignified, self-controlled, sound in faith, in love, and
in steadfastness” (Titus 2:2).
O God, from my youth you have taught me, and I still proclaim your wondrous deeds. So
even to old age and gray hairs, O God, do not forsake me, until I proclaim your might to
another generation, your power to all those to come (Ps 71:17-18).
One of the primary responsibilities associated with the vocation of wiseman is that
younger males need older mature men. The mature man’s vocation includes extending the
invitation to boys to become men, calling and grooming immature youth to maturity, and
welcoming young men into the brotherhood.

393

The wiseman will always be a son of God and

while he draws breath in this temporal world, he continues to be in a spiritual battle. But whereas
the temporal warrior relies heavily upon his youthful strength and speed, both of which retire in
midlife, the son of God’s true and steadfast strength comes not from himself, but relies on a faith
that is strengthened and sustained by the Word of God (Ps 144) and by the means of grace;
hence, chronological age is no liability.
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The wiseman appreciates that he is part of a continuum, a line of sons of God, stretching
back in time to Adam and his faithful sons, to the patriarchs of the Old Testament, to the apostles
and the early converts who had their whole families baptized into the resurrected Jesus Christ
(Acts 16:25-40). In his final decades of temporal existence, the mature male is continually
sustained by God’s eternal Word and His means of grace. Remembering that there are those
whose shoulders he stands on, it is now his turn to be used by God to build up the holy faith of
others, through God’s Word and Godly wisdom (Heb 12:1-2).
As evident through St. Paul’s encouragement to Timothy regarding the contempt
Timothy received because of his youthfulness (1Tim 4:12), male elders are regrettably entirely
capable of dismissing the “beautiful feet” (Rom 10:14-15) of a younger son of God who is
faithfully proclaiming the Gospel. The vocation of wiseman includes acknowledging the
spiritual gifts of the younger generation, including those of a pastor who is young enough to be
the elder’s child. Wisemen are to celebrate in their vocation by modeling, for their grandchildren
of blood and Spirit, the Godly life. By actually studying Scripture and relying upon prayer, the
wiseman’s actions demonstrate for all to see a faith that looks past this temporal life and relies
fully on the promises of Jesus Christ (Matt 6:25-27, 31-34).
Perhaps the pinnacle of the vocation of wiseman is to die in the true faith without fear. The
approaching temporal death of a son of God is not to be feared as his Lord has conquered death
and the grave (1 Cor 15:55-57). Yet even the deathbed becomes a significant field of spiritual
warfare for the sons of God. After a lifetime of spiritual warfare, wisemen know that the devil’s
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last-ditch tactic is to convict the son of God with the Law.

394

But the sons of God also know that

they have three God-given weapons to defeat the devil’s attacks:
•

Blood - The redeeming and cleansing blood of Jesus Christ washed in his baptism
(Col 2:12-15).

•

Faith - The faith created and sustained by the Gospel of Jesus Christ and His most
holy meal (Heb 12:2).

•

Promise - The promise of God expressed through the Scriptures such as “Even though
I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for you are with
me; your rod and your staff, they comfort me.” (Ps 23:4: and “They loved not their
lives even unto death” (Rev 12:11).

Luther applied the core doctrine of the Reformation, the doctrine of justification, to the
human process of dying. For Luther, a “good death” expressed by faith in Jesus Christ and trust
in His Gospel, came to replace the deathbed rituals of Rome as the concrete hope of eternal
395

life.

While it is undoubtedly counter-cultural, the son of God is to keep his death ever before

him. In fact, the wiseman, as a matured son of God, can in faith live a life without fear of death.
When the wiseman avails himself of the Divine Service, with the means of grace and the
proclaimed Gospel, this elder son of God knows by faith that he is right before God, and that this
is solely through the perfect works and merits of Jesus Christ. This confidence is contagious and
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many sins. The failing Johannes, trusting in his works and pious acts experiences the terrorized conscience knowing
his deeds were tainted by sin for which he had yet to atone. What exasperated Johannes’ torment was that the young
pastor Saviomius was totally incompetent in offering what the dying man needed most. However, a God-fearing
neighbor woman, Katrina, offered Johannes the sweet balm of the Gospel, straight from the Scriptures. Johannes
was released from his torment and received absolution and his last Lord’s Supper from the young pastor with the
sure and certain hope of salvation in Jesus Christ. Bo Giertz, “Hammer of God,” (Minneapolis : Augsburg Books,
2005), 14-30.
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is meant to be shared; that is, the aged son of God can use the prospect of imminent death as an
opportunity to proclaim the lifesaving Gospel of Jesus Christ to others, especially to his loved
ones.
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Since this confidence is all the work of the Holy Spirit, the aged son of God, as he

approaches death need not be worried about possessing the ability or the cognitive means to
proclaim these things even as he turns toward the “valley of the shadow of death.” His holy faith
informs him that his Master is there walking with him and sustaining him as he enters the Church
Triumphant. (Psalm 23).
The sainted Swedish Lutheran Bishop Bo Giertz (d. 1998) depicts this comfort that only
the faith in Jesus Christ offers as temporal death approaches the son of God in his book, The
Knights of Rhodes:
“Ibrahim?” [said the Knight to his Muslim servant.] “What are you thinking about?”
“Paradise, my lord...and God....He is one... He is exalted, higher than the heavens,
incomprehensible, glorious beyond all understanding, impossible to grasp.... If we could
understand him, he would no longer be God. And if he could become like us, he would
not be God either. We would never dare to say that the Infinitely Exalted would have a
son with a woman, that the Glory and the Divinity, the holy, inexpressible whom we
cannot find words for...that this one should be found in a miserable, sweaty, human body,
which can get sores and colic, which must stuff itself with porridge and must relieve itself
as we do. This is blasphemy. Therefore, [Allah] gives us victory....”
[Injured, on his deathbed, and far from home, the Knight] closed his eyes and...folded his
hands. A great calm came over him. He knew he was not alone. He knew this without
needing to clothe it with words. There was someone here who walked amid the hospital
beds, just like in the streets of Capernaum. This one stopped and bowed down. His breast,
too, had a large wound. His hands bled. One could tell that he knew everything that those
at home would never understand. He, too, had experienced it: cold and rain, filth and
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vermin, beatings and wounds, fear of death and defeat. The God who had come down
397
into all this, He was very near. It was good to have such a God.
Summary
The full participation of the sons of God in their God-given vocations is vital as they
confront the spiritual battle that is ongoing in all three of Luther’s estates: church, public, and
family life. While in the midst of the battle, the man nevertheless continues to serve wife,
children, family, neighbor, and the church in his various vocations of boyhood, manhood,
husband, father, and wiseman.
The requirements noted above are time-tested, fully in keeping with the Holy Scriptures,
and in keeping with Jesus Christ’s mandate to make disciples of all (Matt 28:16-20) beginning in
the home. Since the ascension of Jesus Christ and as the church grew, men have actively and
productively participated in the church to edify God’s kingdom.

Reforming around the

infallible and inerrant Word of God and sound doctrine, men in their various vocations
throughout the stages of life can “contend for the faith that was once for all delivered to the
saints” (Jude 1:3). By evangelizing their family and others through their various masculine
vocations, they may serve their Lord in drawing all closer to Jesus Christ, the redeemer of their
bodies and souls.
Finally, with the pressures of the secular world and other distractors as earlier discussed,
perhaps it is the appropriate time that the confessional and orthodox Christian church strongly
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consider incorporating in her practices an initiation rite for boys who are “coming of age” (see
Appendix Three). With a firm grip on the Holy Scriptures and the Confessions of the Lutheran
Church, she can reclaim from the world, her responsibility with her Godly men to “train up a
child in the way [of the Lord]” in order that “even when he is old, he will not depart from it”
(Prov 22:6).
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CHAPTER SEVEN: PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

It is easy to default to Lemme’s position of just letting the men be because changing from
the current course would take a tremendous amount of work and require significant, specific, and
intentional effort by the whole church – clergy and laity, as they resist the indoctrinations of
secular egalitarianism and the influence of legalism, pietism, and expressive individualism. With
that being said, the preceding is accomplished only be trusting in God, as He says through His
prophet Isaiah, “For as the rain and the snow come down from heaven and do not return there but
water the earth, making it bring forth and sprout, giving seed to the sower and bread to the eater,
so shall my word be that goes out from my mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but it shall
accomplish that which I purpose, and shall succeed in the thing for which I sent it” (Is 55:10-11).
No program, no method, no gimmick, no “jumping the shark” will grow, retain, and draw boys
and men to Jesus Christ. After all, it is He who chooses them (John 15:16). Only the work of the
Holy Spirit through the Gospel of Jesus Christ and His means of grace can accomplish this
incredible task. No program will work without the Divine Service’s solid foundation, as
discussed in the previous chapters.
Before the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) pandemic, in my current call to Christ the King
Lutheran Church, we enjoyed the participation of boys and men in various life stages as they
grew together in Jesus Christ while simultaneously serving in their various vocations as sons of
God. We had three Bible studies aimed at men, and teen boys outnumbered the girls’
participation in our youth group and mission trips. Christ the King Lutheran Church enjoyed
single young men, aged bachelors, widowers, and single fathers participating routinely in
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worship and fellowship. Surprisingly husbands were noted for often coming to worship on
Sunday even though their wives could not worship with them. We even had male Sunday school
teachers. Perhaps, in this unusual time and on into the “post-COVID” church, the relevance of
focusing on building up boys and the retention of men will be welcomed to keep the fort and
build into the future.
Below are suggested programs based on pre-existing programs or new programs to build
up boys and men as sons of God within the context of Christ the King Lutheran Church and
other confessional and orthodox Christian congregations. However, it must be clear: the baseline assumption is that the Divine Service is the center of the son of God’s life before
participating in any programmatic opportunities.
398

The Deaconship Program

All members of a Christian congregation are valued members on the body of Jesus Christ
(1 Cor 12:21–26). The community of saints is to minister to each other as they go into the world
(1 Pet 4:7-11) to proclaim the repentance and the forgiveness of sins through Jesus Christ. The
purpose of the Deaconship Program is to care for the body in an orderly way and to assist the
called pastor in seeing all are faithfully cared for as Jesus Christ’s precious lambs (Acts 6:1-7).
As far as practical, the congregation is to be divided into neighborhood deaconships, including
approximately seven to ten family units and a properly trained and qualified deacon, who will
provide leadership for the care and encouragement of each mature male (husband / father /
bachelor) within the deaconship.
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1. Each deacon will work closely with the called pastor to be equiped for his
ministry by faithful worship, regular reception of Holy Communion, Bible study,
by attending deacon training sessions, and personal prayer and devotions.
2. The deacon will be concerned about the faith and life of the men and families
assigned to him within his deaconship.
3. Through repentance and faith, the deacon is expected to lead a life that is worthy
of this calling, including constant contact with the called pastor and the leadership
of the church council, in order to build up the congregation and its families and to
glorify the name of Jesus Christ.
See Addendum One for greater details about the Deaconship Program.
Daddy and Me!
This is adopted from an early childhood program for fathers and their children (preschool
age) that I offered about 15 years ago, including Scripture and catechesis. The purpose of the
program is to equip young fathers to minister to their children the grace of God and to empower
them in the vocation of father. The program would include 30 minutes of fathers and a male
facilitator (preferably a seasoned father), while children play under supervision in another room
with activities. Upon completing the 30-minute discussion, fathers return to the place where the
children are located to have an activity together. See Addendum Two for greater details about
the Daddy and Me! curriculum.
Young Male Initiation
When does a Christian boy become a Christian man? When he is confirmed? As covered
in Chapter Six, there currently exists no clear transition from boyhood to manhood in the
confessional and orthodox church, thus, empowering the secular world institutions to initiate
Christian boys to manhood. The purpose of a young male’s initiation is to provide for him a “rite
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of passage” within a Christian context in order to prepare and welcome the boy into his Christian
vocation of manhood. See Appendix Three for details.

Saturday AM Men’s Breakfast and Bible Study
The congregation’s men, teens, college-age, and mature men, with guests are invited to
gather for a simple breakfast and Bible study. For the last ten years, Christ the King Lutheran
has been working with the Lutheran Hour Ministry’s Men’s Network curriculum with much
success (See: lhm.org/men/ ).
Masculine Outings
The congregation can organize special interest activities for male groups (young and old)
such as Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness (BWCA) camping and canoeing, gun range
shooting, fishing and ice fishing, pro-sports or college games, etc. The purpose of these outings
would be to build up fellowship and trust in an informal environment.
The Parking Lot Repairmen
Weather permitting, the church parking lot can be used as a location for basic auto repair
and maintenance. Community seniors and others who are less mechanically inclined can bring
cars to the church parking lot for free basic automotive care such as changing burnt out lights,
old wiper blades, basic troubleshooting, and automotive advice. Youth can assist their fathers or
other men with the repairs or offer a free-will offering car wash and minor detailing. Provisions
would have to be made for shade and refreshments as required. The purpose of this program is
to build fellowship between males of all ages, to teach young men simple automotive knowledge
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from more experienced men, and together these males can provide service to their community
neighbors.
Lutheran Men’s Leadership Commission (LMLC)
The purpose of the LMLC program is to equip and groom men in the local congregation
to lead with confidence in church councils, boards, or committees. This program would develop
and promote church leadership following the Holy Scriptures and Lutheran doctrine. The
program's goal is to teach the necessary leadership skills to men such as running a constructive
and proper meeting, stewardship and church finances, parliamentary procedures and conflict
management, and other church leadership competencies. This program may be hosted by a
congregation and may invite men from surrounding Lutheran congregations to participate.
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APPENDIX ONE: THE DEACONSHIP PROGRAM

399

Introduction
Christian congregations are directed to care for each member’s needs as all are valued
members in the body of Jesus Christ (1 Cor 12:21–26). The purpose of this program is to care for
the body in an orderly way through the congregation’s deaconship program in keeping with Acts
6. With the objective of providing basic spiritual care across the congregation and to assist the
called pastor in seeing all are faithfully cared for as Christ’s precious lambs, the congregation
can be divided into neighborhood "deaconship" including approximately seven to ten family
units and a properly trained and qualified deacon, who will provide leadership for the care and
encouragement of each mature male (Husband / Father/ Male) within the deaconship.
1. Each deacon will work closely with the called pastor to equip himself for his ministry
by faithful worship, regular reception of Holy Communion, by attending deacon
training sessions and by personal prayer and Bible study.
2. Be concerned about the faith and life of the men and families assigned to him within
his deaconship.
3. Seek by repentance and faith to lead a life that is worthy of this calling including
constant contact with the called pastor and the leadership of the church council to
build up the congregation, the family units in the congregation and to glorify the
name of Jesus Christ.
Qualifications:
As per the Holy Scriptures (Ex 18:21 and Acts 6:3), men called by the congregation in
the role of deacons are to be:
1. Of good repute,
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2. Trustworthy and unbiased,
3. Full of the Spirit and of wisdom,
4. Have a love and thirst for the Word of God.
Responsibilities include:
1. Pray regularly for members of his deaconship.
2. Through repentance and faith and participation in the body of Christ, be an example
to his deaconship.
3. Be alert and responsive to times of joy and sorrow and special needs among his
deaconship.
4. Gather men and young men within the deaconship for an occasional time of
fellowship and Bible study.
5. Communicate with members of his deaconship by visiting with them through any
practical means.
6. Assist the pastor in visiting those from his deaconship who are in the hospital. He is
to ensure the pastor is aware that a member is hospitalized.
7. Be available to share Godly wisdom and love with his deaconship.
8. Encourage his deaconship to use their gifts to care for one another and new members
of the congregation.
9. To encourage his deaconship to pay particular care, concern and love for the widow,
the single mother and the fatherless child.
10. Identify his successor and groom him as his relief (upon approval of the called pastor
and church council) should the deacon be unable to carry out his duties for whatever
reason.
Scriptural and Confessional Basis:
1) All believers are to show caring concern for one another. This is based on the fact that
God has first cared for us (John 3:16 and 1John 4:7-11 & 19).
2) Christians are to show a special concern for those who are fellow members of the
household of God (members of the church) according to Gal 6:10.
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3) The spiritual leaders cannot do all the ministering that is needed. Here we have the
example of Moses and the apostles:
a. To relieve Moses, the responsibility of the care of the children of Israel was
delegated to other men to see to the needs of the whole congregation (Ex
18:13-18).
b. In order for the apostles to continue to devote themselves to prayer and the
ministry of the Word, they picked out 7 men of good repute to minister to the
needs of the congregation (Acts 6:1-4).
4) In both Old and New Testaments, God directed the church leaders to call other men to
special responsibilities for the caring ministry that needed to be done among God's
people:
a. God, through the council of Jethro, directed Moses to group the people into
tens, fifties, etc. and to set committed laymen as shepherds over each group
(Ex 18:21-23).
b. God directed the apostles to recommend to the early church that lay people
called “Deacons” should be set apart for the special work of ministering to the
needs of widows, orphans and the poor among the early Christians (Acts 6:56).
5) This diaconal work is commended by Rev. Dr. Luther:
Let everyone, therefore, who knows himself to be a Christian, be assured of this, that
we are all equally priests, that is to say, we have the same power in respect to the
Word and the sacraments. However, no one may make use of this power except by the
consent of the community or by the call of a superior. (For what is the common
property of all, no individual may arrogate to himself, unless he is called.) And
therefore this “sacrament” of ordination, if it is anything at all, is nothing else than a
certain rite whereby one is called to the ministry of the church.
Furthermore, the priesthood is properly nothing but the ministry of the Word—the
Word, I say; not the law, but the gospel. And the diaconate is the ministry, not of
reading the Gospel or the Epistle, as is the present practice, but of distributing the
church’s aid to the poor, so that the priests may be relieved of the burden of temporal
matters and may give themselves more freely to prayer and the Word.400
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Oversight and Supervision
The deacons are accountable to God through the faithful leadership of the called pastor
and to the council of the congregation. A deacon who will not submit to the assigned oversight
of the called pastor and council will be properly disciplined or asked to remove himself from the
responsibilities of deacon, as per the by-laws of the congregation.
Prior to disciplinary action, reconciliation will be attempted following Matthew 18:15-17,
proceeding through these successive steps: 1) private admonition by the pastor, 2) admonition by
the pastor in the presence of two officers of the Congregational Council, and 3) citation to appear
before the Congregation Council. If for any reason the pastor is unable to administer the
admonitions required by 1) and 2) hereof, the president (if not the pastor) or vice president shall
administer such admonitions.
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APPENDIX TWO: DADDY & ME
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APPENDIX THREE: YOUNG MALE INITIATION
While there is no specific rite of young male initiation recorded in the Holy Scriptures,
perhaps the most poignant example of an initiation like event concerning young David is found
in 1 Samuel 16:1–13. Father Jesse did not believe his son David was ready to be considered
Israel’s future king and so kept him busy attending the family flock, when the Prophet Samuel
visited the house of Jesse. However, God deemed it was the time for David to enter manhood.
Shortly after the ceremonial anointing from Samuel, David’s initiation came through his victory
in the dispatching of the Philistine giant, Goliath, and his complete trust in the Lord (1 Samuel
17). Thus, the boy David was recognized by King Saul, Jonathan, and the men of Israel and
Judah as a man. St. Paul writes to the church of Corinth concerning the entry into manhood,
“When I was a child, I spoke like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I
became a man, I gave up childish ways” (1 Cor 13:11). Therefore, the Apostle of Jesus Christ
acknowledges that there is a specific point of transition from boyhood to manhood.
Since Holy Scripture neither prohibits nor commands a rite of initiation, Christians enjoy
the freedom in Jesus Christ to do so. However, given our sinful human nature, every care must
be exercised that a rite of initiation should not be seen as an act of self-righteousness. It would be
wise to be consistent in pointing the initiate and the whole ritual of initiation to Christ and Him
crucified in every aspect of the initiation. Great effort must also be exercised not to confuse the
rite as the Roman Catholics “Rite of Christian Initiation for Children” nor the Calvinist’s
dedication of a child before the act of baptism at a much later date. As discussed earlier, the only
way initiations will positively affect the young man is that the older men see value in it.
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In the mid-1960s, Gordon Dalbey observed the Ibo people of Nigeria’s rite of calling boys into
manhood and compared this significate rite to the repulsive way the late-twentieth-century
United States society called boys into manhood, through violence, immorality, substance
addiction, and misogyny. He contemplates what a God-pleasing calling of Christian boys into
401

manhood would look like.

First, the boy’s father pretending to go out on an errand would return home with other
fathers, whose sons will be initiated as well accompanied by other men and the pastor to call the
boy out. The men do not enter the house but stand outside and sing a song to draw the boy’s
attention. Dalbey suggests a strong church militant hymn like, “Rise Up, Men of God.” The boy
is then expected to join the men. They repeat this “calling out” at the homes of each of the
initiates. The boys of the congregation are gathered with their fathers and taken to a retreat site,
preferably with a remote outdoors wilderness like setting. And of course, there are no mothers
or sisters or other females present. Dalbey’s suggested initiation activities include:
•

There is an opening worship service with a focus on Romans 12:1-2.

•

They're taught to memorize this verse along with other Scripture passages.

•

They recount some heroes of the past, significant events in the lives of grandfathers
and great grandfathers and great men in history.

•

Fathers and sons together study the Bible examining the life of Godly men.

•

They learn to pray together and the fathers teach their sons how to pray.

•

There is a time of fasting in which the boy is taught the biblical purpose of fasting.
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•

The boys are taught the nature of sexuality, how to relate to women both with
compassion and with strength.

•

There's time for rigorous physical exercise.

•

Bible readings and journal keeping are essential.

•

There is a closing worship service where the men lay their hands upon each boy and
pray for them with an air similar to the Lutheran rite of confirmation.

Much planning would have to be completed to ensure this event would have a desirable
effect. I would also include an emphasis on spiritual warfare and putting on the “armor of
God” (Eph 6:10-18) in the proper biblical context, as this is one of many events in a man’s
life as a “son of God.” Upon completion of the initiation weekend event, the initiant would
be given an “Armor of God Challenge Coin” (Illustration Four) and a knight in armor similar
to the ones pictured below (Illustration Five). The souvenirs purpose is to remind the budding
man of his intuition, his call to be engaged in spiritual warfare while fully equipped with the
whole armor of God. It is worth noting that while they may seem like trinkets, challenge
coins have a time-honored tradition in the US Military, as a compact tactile reminder of
brotherhood.

Illustration Four: Challenge Coin

Illustration Five: Armor of God Figure
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